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clergy who are interested in the Review
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Throughout the country

Smart, intelligent canvassers earn
easily eighteen and twenty dollars a -week
canvassing for the Review.
When the clergy so strongly recommend the Review to the people you need

only show the paper and everybody will
take it.
Not one respectable family, Protestant
or Catholic, in your neighborhood will
refuse two dollars a year for a paper likp1
the Review.
/
The wide-awake, intelligent and liberal
Protestant business men in every community not only take the Review, but in
many cases canvass for it. Among other
features its weekly total abstinence page
strongly commends it to these shrewd
business men.
Don't be idle. Get a letter from your
pastor recommending you, and we will
send you a complete outfit free.

/Professor Starbuck's Letter.
"VVe feel compelled to speak rather

strongly now and then, about the

spirit in which some of our contemporaries conduct their controversies
upon Catholic matters. Yet we have
rarely ventured to use language so
strong and unqualified as that of
Prof. Starbuck in his letter printed
in today's Review. We speak of
sincere and honest hostility, of suspicion and dislike founded upon old
slanders, and early teachings drunk
Colonel Higginson at Andover.
in with the mothers' milk. Professor
After his lecture at Andover Sem- Starbuck writes of delight in cal"
"
inary on the Parliament of Religions,
umnies, of unwillingness to correct a
Colonel T. W. Higginson told a wrongful charge when it is disproved,
with whom he

of contemptuous indifference to jusa determination on the part of current
Protestantism to do away with Catholicism by fair means or foul. That
this really terrible indictment should
be brought against a Christian community by one of its own most intelligent aud respected members is
something worth thinking about. It
is possible that Prof. Starbuck
makes it too general in its terms.
Not all Protestants are like this, but
our experiencewith the distinctively
religious Protestant press, not to
speak of secular journals, makes it
impossible for us to deny its justice.

talked that "they oughtby all means tice towards Catholics, and of

to read the Sacred Heart Review ;
first, because it was the brightest,

freshest and most readable religious
paper that he knew ; and secondly,
because it represented a Church more
important and more difficult for them
to understand than any other." Of
course praise of this unstinted sort,
coming from a man like Colonel Higginson, is very gratifying. In this
part of the country his verdict in
literary matters is usually received
as conclusive and final. He accords
us even more than we ourselves should
have claimed for the Review.

A New Spirit.
In another aspect these words of
Colonel Higginson to the Andover
theological students are far more important. They show a spirit of intelligent interest in the Catholic
Church, a frank acknowledgment of
her importance and a desire to understand her, to which Catholics in this
country have not thus far been too
well accustomed. That this spirit is
growing and spreading is due very
largely to men like Colonel Higginson, President Eliot of Harvard,
Prof. Starbuck of Andover, and a
few others, who are at once largeminded and influential. President
Eliot encourages the formation of a
Catholic club among his students,
presides at the reception of a Catholic bishop, and invites a Catholic
priest to preach in Appleton Chapel;
while Colonel Higginson publicly defends the interests of Catholic parents
against the assaults of prejudice and

to be damned. We should reply that the man is not damned because God knows that he will be;
but God knows it because it is going
to happen. In other words, the
man's damnation is the result of the
use of .his own free will, and not of
God's knowledge. God makes him
and gives him powTer to do as he
likes. The fact that God foresees
that he is going to act so as to lose
his soul makes no difference to the
man. He does as he pleases, just
the same. He alone is responsible
for the result of his acts.

bigotry, and advises the Andover finally
students to read the Sacred Heart
Review. These things may surely
be taken as signs of the times, far
more important and significant than
the doings of any number of men,
some ignorant, some vicious, and
others merely deluded, under the
guise of patriotism, in the A. P. A.
We do not attempt to estimate
the share of the Review in helping
on this better state of things, but we
shall continue to work for it with
courage unabated and confidence renewed.

Camp Meetings and Whisky.
Right on the heels of the Methodist convention in Waltham and its
talk about camp-nieetings comes the
report of a sermon by a Maryland
Methodist preacher who says that
camp managers sell "whisky privileges," that " men staggered around
the camp grounds with flasks in their
pockets " filled under a law enacted
by legislators elected by Methodist
votes, and that " on the closing day
of Mt. Airy camp-meeting whisky
flasks were scattered over the ground
by the half-bushel." What effect
should this sort of thing have on the
old cry that the Catholic Church is
" in league with the rum power" and
Catholics the great drinkers?

Predestina'ion and Foreknowledge.
A correspondent asks us what he
should say to a man who asks how
that can be a good God who will create a man, knowing that the mail is
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group of students

?

" Representative" Publications.
The title representative Catholic
"
journal,"?or magazine is easily

put itself on record against Government appropriations for sectarian
purposes, the bishops having signed
a memorial of protest. Of course

this is an error. The Episcopal
Church has this year received some
thousands of dollars from the Government for its Indian schools. Moreover neither its bishops nor an}- one
else has ever yet been able to commit it definitely to anything; not
even to baptismal regeneration or the
denial or affirmation of the Real
Presence. The moment it commits
itself absolutely to anything it is
gone. It lives by refraining.

The French Government accusing
the
Pope of ingratitude makes a
assumed. If loudly and persistently
grotesque spectacle. It is true
very
made, it comes to be accepted and
that
they have robbed and abused
believed, and is, no doubt, a great
and
labored
to destroy the Church
help in business. It involves serious
for
years,
many
but have they not
obligations towards the Church and
just graciously permitted the Pope to
the public, but as a rule these are
lightly borne. So it happens that exhort French Catholics to be loyal
now and then the readers of a " rep- subjects ?
'/.ion's Herald wonders how far the
resentative " Catholic paper are
Catholic
Church is responsible for
treated to decidedly uncatholic sentithe
anti-Christian
civil-marriage bill
ments, or the patrons of a reprein
Hungary.
Just
about as far as
sentative Catholic " magazine get for
the
Universal
Peace
Society was retheir twenty-five cents, some month,
for
the
sponsible
Franco-Prussian
a choice collection of heresies.
war, or the Women's Christian TemWhich Is Nearer the Church?
perance L'nion for the drunkenness
Colonel Higginson told the Andoin Chicago.
ver students that he was theologically
Our good friend, the Pittsburgh
farther away from the Catholic
Catholic,
wonders how we could reTheologically "
Church than they.
proach it, never so gently, for copyperhaps, 3'es, but in sentiment and
from us without credit, and in
mental attitude much nearer. Chil- ing
our same issue copy a paragraph from
dren in the evangelical sects are
its own pages and not credit it. We
brought up in horror, suspicion and did this purposely, to let the Catholicdetestation of the Church. Colonel see how it feels.
An illustration is
Higginson observes the facts about better than an argument."
him, applies his reason to them,
The great antiquity of the Gregorcorrects hereditary and traditional ian chant is attested by the recent
prejudice by a tolerant spirit and a performance of a hymn to Apollo,
desire to do justice to every one ; and found on a slab of marble unearthed
so shares the Catholic spirit and at Delphi and sung for the first time
in 2,000 years, by a choir in Athens
comes nearer to the fold.
before many distinguished persons.
Bishop Hall on Infallibility.
It was found to. be " dignified,
The Episcopal Bishop of Vermont severe and grave ; a sort of Gregorian
decides that God did not intend to chant."
give man any infallible authority to
Zola's story about Lourdes condecide questions of faith and con- tinues to be disgusting, while it grows
duct. He thinks the desire for a more and more tiresome. He has
supreme authority is born of indo- arrived at calling Bernadette a viclence, and that authority need not tim of hysteria and delusion. The
be infallible in order to be helpful people who disbelieve in the superand comforting." This is to speak natural are of course painted as
as if the logical and inevitable vastly superior to every one else
in fact as the only sensible and really
demand of the Christianfor certainty intelligent persons in the book.
in the tremendous affairs of eternity
Very few Catholics need to be
were merely a desire for a "comforturged to contribute generously to the
ing and helpful" chat with a friendly
collection for the support of the semclergyman, to decide whether one inaries where priests are educated
would better carry one's umbrella and
prepared for their sacred work.
into town, or to receive an assurance
And it is not generosity alone which
that one's language last night, in prompts us to give liberally in this
reproving a neighbor, was not really cause ; it is a matler of duty and of
justice. <iod's Church needs priests ;
too strong for the circumstances.
ihe Catholic people need priests,
A Non-Committal Church.
The Peniecost collection for the SemA New York despatch says that inary should be such as the Most
the Protestant Episcopal Church has Rev. Archbishop would wish it to be.
?
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participation in the triple alliance,
for the collection of the luxes of
which it has of late distrained its
Sicilian subjects and goaded them to

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC desperation.
READERS.
CATHOLICISM
AN IRREPRESSIBLE ISSUE.

The frequency with which the
Papal question is being treated in the
magazines ought to convince those
people who think that the occupation
of Rome by the Piedmontese Government has definitely settled that question, of their miscalculation. There
is scarcely a leading publication in
this country or Europe in whose
pages this question is not now presented to its readers in one form or
other, and it is especially noticeable
that even those writers who are best
disposed to making the Government
case take on its most favorable aspect are forced to admit that things
in Rome are far from being in the
satisfactory condition they should be.
The issue between the Vatican and
the occupants of the Quirinal is evidently one that has not yet been
settled, and of which there is only
one settlement possible. Not alone
in Rome has the invasion of the
Papal territory been fraught with the
results which might naturally have
been expected from such an act of
injustice; but the burdens which
Italy has been senselessly compelled
to bear by her present authorities are
working to her disadvantage in all
her province's. Premier Crispi has
been brought in as a hist resort, in
tlie vain hope that he will be. able to
coerce the people into submission to
the exactions which are demanded of
them ; but one need not be a prophet
to predict the failure of his endeavors.
?

A WRITES in the last issue of the
Cotiiemporarg Review tells in plain
language what Crbpisin is trying to \u25a0
enforce in Italy. He writes more
particularly of those portions of Sicily wherein the oppressions of the
Government have lately moved the
people to revolt. And this is what
he has to say of the situation there :
"Imagine a cordon drawn around
the whole island, ingress and egress
being forbidden under pain of arrest,
telegrams destroyed, approaching
vessels fired upon, the whole population forcibly disarmed, no news save
such as might be garbled by superior
order, permitted to be dispatched
from the interior to the world at
large ; thousands of men arrested
ami tinust into prison upon suspicion, while their families starved;
absolute secrecy, absolute despotism
and absolute tyianny." Fveu in such
a sadly misgoverned country as Italy
is at the present day it is plain to
all people that such a system of misuile cannot be peipetuated. And it
must be borne in mind that the reasons prompting such misgovemment
of the country are all to be found in
the occupation of the Papal city by
the Government. For through its
fear that some of the oilier European
poweis will contest its right to rule
in Ecrcr, the Government has incuiitd the heavy expenses of its

w

IN NEW YORK.

A very readable article is tlitil
which Dr. John Talbot Smith gives
the readers of the current Afunsey's
in his description of The Catholic
"
Church in New York." Dr. Smith
rightfully claims for Catholicism that
it counts a majority of the inhabitants of our great metropolis, ami
the illustrations wherewith iiis. paper
is embellished .show that the Catholics
of Gotham, like their co-religionists
in other parts of the country, are solicitous for the beauty of their places
of worship. The doctor's article is
illustrated with excellent representations of many of the leading churches
and Catholic clergymen of the city
whereof he writes ; and his tribute to
the wisdom and good administration
of Archbishop Corrigan's guidance
of his people is as follows "In the
Catholic Church the centre of diocesan life is the bishop. He has a
very large share in the administration of temporal and spiritual affairs,
and holds his commission directfrom
Koine, to whom alone he is responsible for the manner in which he
conducts the business of his diocese."
Premising this, Dr. Smith declares that " New York has been
fortunate in its rulers, who have all
been faithful administrators," and he

:

. ..

notions which appear in his recent
articles on astronomical subjects are
reflected in the, conversation with the
writer who has given us (his agreeable sketch of the popular French
astronomer.

thought as the worst immigrants who

land on our shores." Mr. Roosevelt

might have gone even farther than
he does in this assertion, for it is
doubtful if the worst immigrants
"
who land on our shores "harbor the
un-Christian and un-American sentiA CATHOLIC ARTIST.
ments which these individuals who
There is a pleasant portrayal in preach the proscription of their
Caththis same magazine of that inimitolic
fellow-citizens
advocate.
able painter of nature, Rosa Bonheur,
,
whose devotion to her art is not more
CATHOLIC MISSIONARY WORK.
remarkable than her attachment to
The far-reaching influences of
the faith which is'the national heritCatholic missionary zeal are vividly
age of her countrywomen. Talking illustrated in an account the Catholic
mostly on artistic subjects, there is Missions gives of the work which St.
nevertheless perceptible in .Mile.
Thomas and his indefatigable sucBonheur s observations some of the
cessors have performed in Southern
faith with which her remarkable life India.
One of the present Catholic
has been more or less inspired. It
evangelists in that land asserts that
seems that some Sioux Iudians who
he has found in the records of many
were recently visiting in France a
Brahmin family proofs that a
called on the famous painter, ami knowledge
of Christianity was in the
were at liist amused at her queer re- land from
the days of St. Thomas.
flections on animals and nature, when He even gives particulars of the
those were translated for them.
Christian teachings which have long
But even the Indians," says Mr. been current
in that section of the
"George
Holme, who contributes this Indian empire. And from these it
article to the magazine referred to, wouldappear
that the birth of Christ,
finally lost in admiration of together with many of the miraculous
"her,were
and the force of her intensely events
with which his life Was marked
human and sympathetic nature. One have long been known to
the resiof them said to her before the sit- dents of that land. The fact that St.
tings were over that ' she saw with Thomas once evangelized the people
the eyes of the Great Father and of Southern India seems to be inconmade others sec.'" It is also said of testibly proven ; and to his teachings
Mile. Bonheur that as she has the are probably due
many of the Chriscapacity to see poetry in a cart- tian traditions which arc yet extant
horse on a dusty road, she was able in the land, and of several of which
to recognize in the American aborthis article in the Catholic Missions
?

asserts that the stranger to that city igines who visited her, tnul who have makes mention, as indicating

who observes the Catholic buildings
that arc among its most conspicuous
objects cannot well be forgetful of
the fact that the Church is admirably
ruled there.

little attractiveness, as a general
rule, for the ordinary observer" Godcreated noblemen," of whom she said
to a friend that she could not praise
"
enough these gland and stately men,

calm, so dignified and so royally
indifferent in their majestic naturalReaders who may have perused the ness."
interesting astronomical articles
IN CONDEMNATION OF BIGOTRY.
which Camille Flammarion,
the
of
Toomuch
[iraisc cannot be awarded
French scientist, has contributed
will
of those prominent
publishers
literature,
late days to current
to the
sketch
of
his
which
have recently lent
magazines
be interested in the
career and methods of work which the influence of their pages to a conappears in the May number of demnation of the attempted effort to
McClure's Magazine. From this pa- revive in the land that fell spirit of
per it appears that the popular French Knownothingisin which caused so
astronomer began his studies under much trouble when it was rampant
the direction of the Jesuits, who, in here half a century ago. The CenFrance, as in all other lands where tury magazine, for instance, in givthey are represented, are doing such ing to its large circle of readers the
excellent educational work. "At excellent article which the Rev.
the age of ten years," writes R. II. Washington Gladden sent it in reSheiard, in this magazine, to which pudiation of the animus of Apaism,
we are indebted for this story of the merited the praise of every true
French astronomer, ielating the ac- American citizen, not one of whom
count which AI. Flamniai ion gave to can fail to see that if the prescripthim of himself, the subject of his ive principles which that fanaticism
sketch " was placed in a seminary advocates gained ascendancy our
and continued his education under national liberties and institutions
the care of the Jesuits.'' We are, would be seriously menaced. In like
furthermore, given the information manner the Foiii'm deserves praise
that when his family removed from for the publication of the article
the suburb of Paris wherein it re- which Mr. Theodore Roosevelt has
sided in his earliest years, Flamma- sent tf» it, and from which this exrion " was transferred to another tract is taken :
When a secret sosome
quarter
places what the
Jesuit school in the St. Roch
ciety does in
interesting
of the capital." It is
American Protective Association
also to note that fine of his first lit- seems to have done, and tries to proerary successes was achieved on the scribe Catholics, both politically and
staff of a publication whereon he socially, the members of such society
succeeded the celebrated Abbe sh.ow themselves utterlyun-American,
Moigno; and bouiu of the bizarre an alien to our school of political
CAMILFEC
ARION'S AREER.

so

"

the

fact that divine truth never allows its
revelations to be wholly forgotten by
any people to whom it has once manifested them.

THE LIONS' GROOMS.
Besides the regular tamers, whom

the public know for having seen them
at their work, there are some obscurer

heroes in a wild beast show, namely,
the grooms. These are the men who
live among the wild beasts; who go
into their cages every day, and sleep
within a few ft et of the iron bars in
order to be ready for any emergency.
They chain and unchain the animals,
give them meat anil drink, fake away
the bones from under their hungry
jaws, separate them when their blood
is up and they are fighting to kill,
and treat and attend them when sick
or wounded. '1 hey come to be to
the wild beasts a sort of personal
companion, now rolling about with
them in play upon the straw, now
driving them off with word or blow
when a murderous mood takes them.
When in the public ring a tamer is
bitten by a lion, they run in and
fight back the foe, whom his master
can no longer control. They assist
the professional tamers in breaking
in new or unruly animals, and they
are ready at a moment's notice to do
what the professional tamers never
do, that is to enter the cages of the
wild beasts in the darkness of night.
McClure 'a Magazine.
?

Wiikn you go away for the summer select a place where you can hear
Mass on Sunday.
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OF

SOUTH

DON UNIA THE SALESIAN.

Down in the South American Republic of Columbia one of these days
a simple, pious man will die and the
world will call him a hero, says the
New York Herald. The scales of
leprosy cover his body, and he must
present a very unattractive, perhaps
a hideous appearance. News was
recently received in this city that the
dread disease had at last taken hold
of him.
He is a Roman Catholic priest and
belongs to the order of Salesian
Fathers. Like Father Damien, who
laid down his life for the lepers of
Molokai, this man, who is called
Don Unia, went out to minister to
the spiritual wants of a lepercolony.
For two years lie has been among the
1,200 outcasts who compose the
leper settlement of Aqua dc Dios.
The last heard of him he was considered as being seriously ill.
The story of his life among the
lepers has been obtained from his
own pen, but nothing has been heard
directly from him since he became a
leper. Don Unia left Turin in lttS'.t.
He wrote to his superior two years
later from the South American republic, saying that he longed to devote his life to the service of the lepers.
He was then in Santa Fe dc
Bogota, from which the leper colony
«l<-

of

1 >ior*

in about three days'

march. Without waiting to secure
the desired permission to labor among
the lepers he hastened to the lazaretto. There was great joy among
the outcasts over his coming. This
is the way Don Inia describes his re-

ception :

?

JOYOI SLY GREETED.

drew near about a hundred little boys in Sunday clothes
and with shining faces advanced with
many little banners flapping above
their heads. These were followed
by white-robed little girls bearing
palms and (lowers ami singing
hymns. It was a simple scene and
yet so touching that it drew tears
from my eyes.
" But the sight soon changed for
me when 1 visited those lying in the
lazaretto. God help them! breathing carcasses, in a long-protracted
putrefaction. One is without hands,
another has no feet. Here is one
whose flesh is dropping off piecemeal,
and in this awful condition they drag
out a miserable decadence.
My
heart sank at first, but as I found
these afflicted beings brightened at
my presence I felt that ghastly smile
a great reward for weakness overcome."
Don I nia was the only priest
among the 1,200 afflicted ones in that
outcast community. He looked after
the ones who suffered most, celebrated Mass, administered the sacraments and paid consoling visits to
those in the last stages of the disease.
" Taking everything into account," he said in one of his letters,

" As

we

"

I think work won't be wanting, so other priest who has

my life will be a happy one."
EXPECTED TO BKCOMF. A LEPER.

3

given his life

to but'much, if not most, of what we

the service of the stricken ones is
stretching out his hand for aid from
his friends in this country. He is
the missionary apostolic of Japan,
and he has been laboring among a
colony of lepers there for two years.
In a letter recently received in this
city he tells a pitiful story

He did uot expect to escape the
disease, he said, but the fact thateven
as a leper he would be able to hear
confessions and comfort the afflicted
ones seemed to console him. He
would do this, he declared, though he
"Quite lately ten lepers presented
was covered with ulcers. The only
themselves
to our establishment, begheat,
thing he complained of was the
aud all he said on this point was that ging to be admitted. They all had
the temperature was "unpleasantly heartrending stories to tell. There
is one family, of which nearly all the
high."
He described his quaiters as a members are stricken with the horrished, divided into two little cham- ble disease and unable, in consebers and covered with palm leaves, quence, to work or earn a living.
through which the rain passes beau- There is another family who used up
tifully, but with the burning heat one all their resources to effect the cure
suffers a little water will do no harm. of one person, whom they were
"A flue little boy has been told off obliged to abandon at last on account
of funds.
I knew of a
to attend to my wants. He brings of want
man
who
went
to take the
young
me something to eat twice a day just
warm
baths
at
Kusatsu
in
the hope
as the ravens used to do by the old
of
One
recovering
thereby.
day he
hermit."
a letter from his mother as
received
It took two'months for his letter
begging to be allowed to pass his life follows :
' I have nothing more and I can
with the lepers to reach the superior
send you nothing heieafter. Find,
in Turin. Don Unia was almost
therefore, a way to put an end to
heartbroken when he received from your existence, and do not trouble
the superior an order to take charge me any longer.'
of the Salesian house in the City of
" Another young man received from
Mexico. He believed this meant that his family a similar letter. It was
his request had been sent from Turin
before Don Cilia's letter had been
' If you cannot find a means of
received by the superior. Don Unia's earning your living, die, if it is
request was granted, the superior necessary. It is needless for you to
write. Your letters will not be rewrote, " with tears and a heart full ceived.'"
of zealous thankfulness."

:

?

?

"

"

BKOOKD NOT TO BE

TribPuoW
tesanf riters.

OKDEKED AWAV.

When the letter ordering him to go

to the City of Mexico was received,
Don Unia at once made preparations
to leave the lepers, and to the superior he sent a letter of urgent entreaty,
in which he said :
In order to render my departure
less bitter to those poor, agonized
souls I will not leave them without
hope. I shall give them to understand that after visiting Mexico, in
the lapse of a few months, I shall be
back among them, to remain with
them forever. My dearly beloved
superior will not surely make me
break my word. When all matters
shall be definitely settled for the
Mexican house I implore you to send
a rector with the necessary staff from
Turin and allow me to return to the
care of my lepers. The parting moment, I fear, will call forth a heartrending scene, but holy obedience
will give me force to conquer myself
and surmount every difficulty.
" On returning to Bogota I shall
immediately set out foi Mexico, but
my thoughts and my heart will always be with the poor creatures I
leave in desolation behind me. My
lepers my poor lepers ?that is my
mission. That is what God has
called me to. This is a consolation
which your reverence cannot deny
?

"

?

me."

Don I'nia has lately been joined
by other priests of his order. They
are caring for him, and when he dies
they are to continue the work he began.
.iai-an's STRICKEN ONES.
While the heroic Don Unia is
waiting to die among his lepers au-

WHAT

THE CHURCH

HAS

DONE.

We printed last week passages
from a sermon by Rev. Jenkins
Lloyd Jones, of All Souls' Church,
Chicago, on the debt of civilization
to the Catholic Church. We give
this week additional extracts from
the same remarkable address :
Out of the Catholic Church has
come a large percentage of the devotional literature of Christendom.
In times past the Catholic Church
has enabled thousands upon thousands of passionate men and women
to live apart from and above the life
of the senses. What we proudly
boast of as modern civilization would
be a civilization less civilized had
these not been.
Let me not commit the mistake of
bigotry. The civilization of modern
times is not ecclesiastic ; it is not to
be identified with any confession of
faith ; it is not the direct or simple
product of any form of religion. A
complexity of influences has conspired to bring it about. But it was
Draper himself who saitl "The
Catholic Church is responsible for
Europe from the fourth to the sixteenth century."
?

call classic literature. The Catholic Church shares with the persecuted
but fertile and indomitable .lews the
honor of establishing most of the
great university systems of Europe.
It is in the domain of science and
the history of science that the mistakes and errors of the Catholic
Church are most apparent, but even
here she has a record which only the
ignorant can afford to sneer at. We
see chemistry rising out of the
crucibles of the monkish alchemists.
The Catholic Church has done more
for the science of geography than all
the other forces of modem learning.
Catholic missionaries have I'ten the
great explorers of history. Modern
civilization rests not only upon letters and science, but upon the industrial arts. The modern artisan
is the direct descendant of the monks.
The artisan grew into the artist and
modern art is the child of the Papacy.
TOUCHING ITU.

A.

P.

A.

I know not how to touch more intimately upon this burning question,
foisted upon us by what 1 believe to
be sincere, earnest, well-meaning
agitators, who have put upon us an
anti-Catholic war. It is impossible
to speak justly of the motives and
principles of an order -worn to secrecy, the very membership of which
is hidden. Here is an order, purporting to be millions strong, trying
to remove the worst phases of the
Catholic Church by means of hidden
vows, secrecy, dogmatic distinction,
diplomacy ami an appeal to the
theological prejudices of some, and,
whether they will it or not. an assault on the religious connections
and responsibilities of others. If
there are those here who repudiate
this characterization. I simply say 1
judge only from the papers that represent the propaganda of the A.l.A.
We cannot counteract one evil
force by another. 1 remember that
the Catholic Church is not the only
bigoted force in American politics.
If it has more offices, more school
teachers, more policemen than any
other denomination, it may mean
that there are more Catholics. It
may mean that they are actuated by
a more sectarian and clannish spirit.
It does not mean necessarily that
they are there for the purpose of
weakening republicanism, lowering
the standard of intelligence, or tor
the sake of plotting in tin- interests
of Rome. 1 recognize grave duties
settling down iqiofi those who believe, as 1 do, that freedom is threatened by every superstition, is endangered by ignorance, is not sale where
there is passion and prejudice. A
bigoted Methodist, a bigoted Unita-

rian,

a

bigoted

agnostic, a rampant

.

heretic, is just as great a menace
the State as a bigoted Catholic.
AMEHI<

AIHP

Ml MAMI \

to

1 blush for the Wrong done the
simple devotee at the Catholic altar
by identifying in phrase, in speech,
her own refuge from griefs, in the

public

mind, with some

supposed

un-

scrupulous hierarchy that is plotting
to bring the Pope to the United
1 wish he
States. I.el him come.
were here. We would have the better chance to educate him.
If he
were in Chicago we would invite him
to address our Unity Club.
This cry of ??America tor Ameriin
HISTORY.
TRUE
cans" is mediaeval politics. No; let
I am simply true to history when Germany be for the Germans, EngI say that the monastic life stood, land for the English and France for
from the fifth to the tenth or twelfth the French, but let America be for
as a geocentury, for what intelligence there humanity. " America.'
graphical designation, is worth but
The
monks
Europe.
was in Christian
America," as a spiritual
little.
were the conservators of letters in term, signifying hospitality to races
the fullest sense. They preserved and to religion, is a term of immeasto us not only the Christian Scripture, urable beauty.

:
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Temperance.
SCIENCE AND ALCOHOLISM.
alcoholism," is the
The name,
scientific term of a comparatively new
series of phenomena which is attracting attention from scientific experts
and medical specialists every year.
The bureau of education has just issued a Government publication, entitled "Abnormal Man," written by Dr.
Arthur McDonald, a specialist in alcoholism. He gives in this volume
his own views, which are conservative,
and then adds digests of the published literatureof other countries on
the same subject. The statements
being the results of official and professional investigation, are of great
value to all students of the liquor
question.
Dr. McDonald gives great importance to the relation of alcoholism,
crime, pauperism and iniquity. He
declares that all the varying forms of
insanity, from melancholia to imbecility, are found in alcoholism. It produces moral and intellectual weakness
and laxity as to honor and decorum.
With these general declarations he
proceeds to give expert testimony.
First is the statement of the views of
Dr. Baer, of the imperial board of
health, and chief prison physician at
Berlin.

"

NOT A NATURAL TASTE.

Dr. Baer says with the universalizing of the use of whisky alcoholism
appeared. Alcohol is not an inborn, instinctive need, but an acquired
one. When taken habitually such
liquor injures the whole constitution.
Statistics for twenty years in the
United Kingdom showed that the
deaths were thirty-five per cent,
greater among drinkers than among
abstainers. He takes European
countries and proves that alcoholism
was in direct proportion to the cheapness and use of whisky. In Norway
and Sweden, as the use of whisky
decreased and the consumption of
beer increased, there was far less
alcoholism, hi France drunkenness
has increased, because the people
drink less wine and more whisky. In
both Italy and Austria alcoholism is
increasing, and whisky is responsible
for it.
A CAISE OF CRIME

Dr. Bunge, of Leipsic, says that
alcohol lessens the heat of the body,
and it strengthens no one, but simply
benumbs the feeling of fatigue. Dr.
Sommer says nothing has become so
universal as alcohol, and that there
can be no doubt that it affects the
brain injuriously. Dr. Colajanni, the
Italian expert, asserts that "alcoholism as a direct motiveof crime is very
limited," and he declares that "alcoholic intoxication makes the sentiments of a man neither worse nor
better, but it lets them loose; it
accents them." Dr. Yetault, of Paris,
says the tendency to excess has increased during the past thirty years.
He can find no fixed rule to determine
the responsibility of alcoholics, but
he says the use of alcohol pushes man
to suicide, theft, homicide crimes
?

which increase in direct proportion to for drink was furnished in New
the consumption of alcohol.
Zealand, where a man tried to trade
an admission order to the hospital for
THE PEOPLE SHOULD KNOW.
Dr. Monin says alcoholism va"
ries inversely as the consumption of
wine" the less wine the more
whisky, and consequently the more
alcoholism, and the reverse. Dr.
Peeters, of Brussels, who investigated
the effects of alcoholism for the royal
academy of medicine of Belgium,
says its influence is like the influence
of age. To these more interesting
declarations of the distinguished specialists can be added briefly the declarations signed by thirteen professors of the faculties of medicine at
Leyden, Amsterdam Groningen and
Utrecht: 1. Even the moderateuse of
spirituous liquors is injurious ; alcohol
does not favor digestion. \u25a0>. They are
not stimulants necessary to cold or
heat. 3. In all diseases, those who
habitually use liquoroffer less chances
of resistance. 4. Alcoholic drinks are
destructive of the prosperity and the
moral and natural development of the
?

masses.
The real foe of temperance reform
is the ignorance of the great masses
of the people on these subjects. There
can be no greater nor better work
done for temperance reform than to
diffuse an exact knowledge of the
progress of scientific investigations
into the liquor question throughout
the country, especially among the
laboringclasses, who are the largest
users of rum in all its forms. With
accurate knowledge, it is hard to believe that any intelligent man will use
alcoholic beverages. Thus a public
temperance sentiment will be built
up, which will add a mighty force to
the effort to pulverize the rum power.
Toledo Blade.
?

AN OLD ERROR EXPOSED.
The popular notion that Irishmen
drink more whisky on their native
soil than other people is upset, says
the Boston Herald, by Sir William
Harcourt, English chancellor of the
exchequer, who points out in his
annual budget that they drink considerably less per head than the people
of either Scotland or England. Sir
William's figures on this subject even
unhorsed so good an Irishman as Mr..
Clancy, M. P., who opposed the
increased tax on whisky on the
ground that it was the national beverage of Ireland. It is pleasant to be
officially informed that fins is a mistake. At the same time it is not to
be denied that the people of Ireland,
Scotland and England drink far too
much, and so do the people of this
country.

TEMPERANCE NOTES.
It is said that there are six thousand different kinds of intoxicating
liquors.
Poverty and drunkenness act and
react on each other ; both cause ignorance and disease, parents of all vice
and unhappiness.

An illustration of the lengths
people will go to satisfy their craving

liquor.

FriendlyHints.
TO PERSONS INCLINED TO BE
JEALOUS.

The man who opened the first disIn this column last week we had
tillery in Missouri got 700 acres of
public land in recognition of his something to say to persons who are
given to that sort of jealousywhich
enterprise. He died a drunkard.
makes one feel displeased, slighted
when others are praised or
An English surgeon distinguishes and hurt
or in any way apparently
noticed,
between drunkenness and inebrietyin
to ourselves.
preferred
this way The drunkard is a person
This
kind
of jealousy is small and
who drinks whenever he has an oppormean,
founded
on selfishness and
tunity ; the inebriate is a person born
No
one
should be guilty of
vanity.
with an unsound mind; the one is
meant to point
it,
and
our
hints
were
vicious, the other diseased.
out that many persons feel it and are
not
A person was speaking of the influenced by it when they do
suspect
know
or
it.
many things alcohol could be used
There is another kind, or rather
for, and said: "Why, alcohol will
clean silver."
Yes," said a gentle- another phase, of jealousy which is
"
far more serious. This is the kind
man standing by, " nothing is more
certain ; it will clean the silver right which leads one to look upon any one
whom he loves as his own exclusive
out of your house and out of your
property, not to be looked at or
pocket, too."
thought about by any one else. The
When one tells you to put toads, great example of the workings of this
lizards, snakes, etc., in bottles filled direful passion and of the conduct of
with alcohol so as to preserve the the man who is its victim is Othello,
flesh from dissolving and keep it fresh the jealous Moor of Shakespeare's
for a term of years, another tells you immortal tragedy.
Othello, you will say, was really
to put alcohol in your stomach where
a good meal of flesh meat has gone, half a savage. Yes, and there is
for the purpose of dissolving it and something of the savage in every one
"aiding digestion." The man who of us. We cannot imagine ourselves
takes alcohol to help digest his food strangling anybody for jealousy, and
roust first throw off the alcohol before iu fact there is little danger of it;
his stomach can commence the opera- but there is here only a question of
tion
degree. We may feel the same jealousy as the Moor, with no better
THE SUMMER SCHOOL.
reason, and though we may not and
will not murder any one, we may still
It is already plain that this year's make others very unhappy and oursession of the Catholic Summer selves very wretched by our foolish
School is to be highly successful, and resentment.
that the attendance of students and
Suppose that you have a dear
visitors will be larger than ever be- friend, whom you love and who has
fore.
no other close friend but yourself. If
A company is at work improving, a third person shows a liking for
clearing an 3 laying out the property your friend and they seem to be
at Plattsburg, N. V., on the shore of inclined to become intimate, even
Lake Champlain. The plans include though they remain good friends with
a complete system of drainage, water you and show no disposition to shut
supply and lighting, with roadways, you out, you become hurt, indignant,
walks, shore and woodland paths, and then almost furious. You say
building-lots of all prices, tennis nothing. As we remarked last week,
courts, base ball grounds, a field for it is only the little children who say
athletics, a casino, etc., with accom- to one another, "you like him better
modations for 5,000 visitors. En- than you do me." You pretend not
gineers are sounding and making to care, but you cannot help saying
plans for a steamboat wharf and bitter things now and then. If you
special landing. All these things show do not say something unjust and
that the managers are perfectly con- wholly undeserved it will be a great
vinced that the school is an assured wonder, and if you look down into
and permanent success.
yourself, and tell the honest truth,
The Y oung Men's National Union you will be obliged to acknowledge
will hold its next convention at that once in a while you can quite
Plattsburg ; the Catholic reading cir- understand how Othello felt, and can
cles throughout the country are Co- sympathize with his murderous feeloperating with the school, and every- ings, though he thought he was being
where there are signs of deep and robbed of his young and beautiful
widespread interest. We shall keep wife, and you are merely afraid of
our readers informed of the progress losing a friend.
and prospects of this most important
Jealousy makes tragedies every
Catholic educational and social movehere and there, in the world;
day,
ment.
but the amount of unhappiness and
It is said that the Catholic Church misery caused by it, which never
in New Jersey numbers as many com- results in actual violence, but simply
municants as all the other churches in goes on murdering sleep and happithe State combined. It has 219 or- ness, breaking hearts and spoiling
ganizations and 191 church build- innocent lives is known only to God.
Jealousy is wicked and sinful, it is
ings. The Methodist Church is next
to the Catholic in the number of com- founded on extreme selfishness ; it is a
survival and a symptom of savagery.
municants.

:
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ReligousMaxims.

Sunday, May 13.

SUNDAY.

The Blessed Virgin Mary is the most
powerful queen of heaven and earth. Let
us during this month pray to her for the
graces which we stand in need of.
How eagerly should we cry out to the
Immaculate Mother of God, this day and
every day, in words that she herself suggested to one of her servants:
?

fO

Mary, conceived without sin,
Pray for us who have recourse to thee !
?

MONDAY.
When we say, Hail Mary! Heaven
smiles, the angels are happy, the world
rejoices, hell trembles, and the devils take
flight. St. Francis.
We must try to hate sin as Mary hated it,
and we must cry to her:
?

?

Hail, Mary, ever undented!
Hail, Queen of purity
O mate thy children chaste and mild,
And turn the r hearts to thee.

:

TUESDAY.
All that man does in this world will be
forgotten, but from God he will receive the
reward of his charity and almsdeeds.

We should beg of Mary to obtain for us
obedience, chastity, patience, prudence, and
all else we need.

WEDNESDAY.

Purity is a gift of God ; we can gain it
and preserve it only by care and diligence in
avoiding all that may prove an incentive to
sin.
Virgin of all virgins
To thy shelter take us,
Gentlest of the gentle,

Chaste and gentle make us.

THURSDAY.
Mary is the channel of all graces, and
above all, of the restoration of the sinner to
the fiiendship of God.
If we truly love Jesus crucified, we must
long to release the Holy Souls whom he has
redeemed but has left to our charity to set
free.

FRIDAY.
'? He that
trusteth in God shall fare never
the worse," says the Wise Man in the Book
of Ecclesiasticus.
If a man excuses himself, God accuses
him ; if a m in accuses himself, God excuses
him.
St. Francis.
?

SATURDAY.
Let us pray that we may not fail of fulfilling God's intentions concerning us.
It is silly to be puffed up by man's favors
or earthly honors, for what is great in the
sight of man, is an abomination in the eyes
of God.
St. Francis.
If our Guardian Angel mercifully attends
us in every step we make, and never leaves
us absolutely alone, what difficulty can there
hi in beseeching Mary never to leave us for
a moment, and to show us more and more
clearly on each occasion, the blessed fruit of
her womb ? Cardinal Vaughan.
?

?

A movement is being made to benefit deaf mutes through gymnasium
work, as it is believed that to increase
their lung capacity will also increase
their ability in learning to speak.
Average deaf-mutes are often flatchested, with small lung power, because they use the lungs so little in
talking, singing, and deep breathing.
Another of their noticeable peculiarities is a shambling gait, which no
doubt physical training can do much
to improve.
?

Bauble will not boil the kettle.

Pentecost. Gospel, St. John xiv., 2331 :
If
" any one love me, he will keep my word."
Few passages in holy Scripture are more
impressive than that which describes the
coming of the Holy Spirit upon the Apostles on Pentecost, or Whit Sunday. After
our Saviour went up into heaven the Apostles awaited the coming of the Paraclete
who had been promised them.
They
passed their days in prayer and praise until,
on the tenth day, as they were all together in
an upper chamber, "suddenly," says the
Scripture, " there came a sound from heaven
as of a mighty wind coming, and it filled
the whole house where they were sitting.
And there appeared to them parted tongues
as it were of fire, and it sat upon every one
of them ; and they were all filled with the
Holy Ghost, and they began to speak with
divers tongues, according as the Holy
Ghost gave them to speak." And we all
know how the Apostles, simple, uneducated
men, ignorant of books and of worldly
learning, suddenly found themselves able to
speak in various languages, so that all the
men who were just then gathered together
in Jerusalemfrom all the countries round
about heard and understood.
And not merely did the Holy Spirit give
them the gift of tongues or languages, enabling them to speak to the whole world,
but he gave them also the knowledge of
divine truths of the mysteries of God, of all the
truths of the divinerevelation of God to men,
so that in telling men of Christ, the Saviour,
they could make no mistakes, but convey
the revelation clearly, completely and certainly so that all who heard them could understand, could rely with absolute safety
on what they heard, and believing and practicing it could be sure of being saved.
In a certain way, this Whit Sunday was
the day of the foundation of the visible
Church of God on earth. On this day a divine
revelation was made to the Apostles, they
were given wisdom and power to preach divine truth, thus fulfilling the great teaching
office of the Church, and they made three
thousands converts, or members of the newChurch. This new Church was indeed made
up of real followers of Christ. They sold all
their goods and gave the proceeds into the
charge of the Apostles, for a common fund,
by which they all lived, every one like every
other one. There were no enmities, no
jealousies, no bickerings, no trying to get
the better of one another. The general law
was one of love,
love of God and of one
another.
It is well for us to ask ourselves if we have
received the Holy Spirit into our hearts and
minds. He comes to every one of us; not
with the sound of a rushing wind, and with
tongues of fire, as he did to the Apostles but
q jietly, softly, unseen by men, sometimes
almost unfelt and unknown by ourselves, but
none the less surely. But we have thought
too little of this great gift; we have not
opened our hearts wide to receive him, we
have not welcomed him, and tried to make
the most of his graces. And yet, if he does
not come to us ; if he does not come into
our hearts and change them, nothing else is
of any use to us here or hereafter. The
words of the most eloquent preachers will
not move us; the prayers and eximples of
our dearest friends will have no effect on
us. We shall go on in our sinful ways, in
darkness and blindness, till the unhappy
end. But if he does come, and if we receive him as we shou'd, with joy and welcome, and reverent eagerness to do his will
and follow all his guidance and inspiration,
all will be well He will give us light and
strength to do our duty, the will to love
God, the knowledge of God's will with us,
?

Religous Instruction.

and the glad hope of resurrection and everlasting life. During this weeklet the prayer

be

on our lips :

?

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CHURCH.

" Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire
And lighten with celestial lire."

Monday, May 14.
Whit Monday.
Tuesday, May 15.
Whit Tuesday.

_
???

Wednesday, May 16.
Bishop. Ember Day

St. Üba'dus,

dav-

Fan

Thursday, Ma/ 17.
St. Paschal Baylon, Confessor.
?

Friday, May 18.

St. Venantius, Martyr. Embjr Day. Fast

day.
Saturday, May 19.
St. Pudentiana, Virgin. Ember Day. Fast
day.

BW
iotsf isdom.
A HAD excuse is worse than none.

A

uad

horse eats as much as a

good one.
A max may tell a lie till he believes
it.
As you live you'll die, and as you
die you'll live forever.
Hb that rejecteth instruction dcspiseth his own soul.? Proverbs.
That man has reached a high state
of grace who never blames his wife
for his own mistakes.
If you wish to appear agreeable in
must consent to be taught
many things which you know already.

society you

Bad customs are not binding. In
fact it is our duty to break through
them and set up new and good ones.

It is noi the troubles of today, but
those of tomorrow, and next week,
and next year, that whiten our heads
and wrinkle our faces.
??»

There are some men who ask the
Lord to make them thankful for what
they are about to eat, and then
abuse their wives because the cooking
doesn't suit.
Too many of us are like the women
who can't buy a spool of thread without telling the clerk why she buys
white thread instead of purple, and
why she buys thread at all.
TmcKKare two words which should
take up much of our thoughts and
cares
time " and '? eternity."
Time because it will soon come to an
end and eternity because it will never
come to an end. Ehskine.
?

"

?

It.
Just as a general who is charged
with the care of the whole army can
only fulfil his duties when helped by
other officers who, under his orders,
command the different regiments of
the army, even so the Pope is helped
in his supreme charge by the bishops
who, under his direction, watcli over
the different divisions of the Church.
Kach one of these divisions is called
a diocese, and takes the name of the
town in which the bishop resides;
and these different dioceses, in their
perfect union, form the Catholic
Church.
Priests are the auxiliaries of the
bishop, who, in his turn, confides to
them different portions of the Hock
which he is bound to govern, teach
and sanctify. Thus each diocese is
divided into many parishes, and the
priest intrusted by the bishop with
any division of the diocese is called
the parish priest.
Bishops and priests have been,
equally with the Pope, ordained by
our Saviour. He it is who has regulated their respective relations, and
who has established that great and
indissoluble bond of union which
ma}* be summed up in one word
obedience. The priest is bound to
obey the bishop, as the bishop is
bound to obey the Pope.
Just as, in the army, the general in
command has a staff of otlicers, who
convey his orders to all inferior
otlicers, so in the Church the Pope
has about him an ecclesiastical staff
composed of cardinals and Roman
prelates, by whose help he governs
the Church in all its detail-i; for this
reason cardinals are above all the
bishops and archbishops in the world.
The cardinalate is as the radiation of
the Papacy. A cardinal is the intimate adviser of the sovereign Pontiff,
and thus participates in his supreme
power. It is to the cardinals that
the Pope confides the examination
and direction of all thiat relates to the
general government of the Church;
and thus they form around him an
august senate always read}' to assist
with advice and mo it zealous sup?

port.

Whatever happens, and in spite of
the plausible tone assumed by infidel
writers, and in mischievous journals,
all reasonable men should render a
glad and ready obedience to the voice
of the Pope, the bishop, and the
priest; such obedience is ennobled by
the fact that it is rendered unto Jesus
Christ himself, since the priests of
his Church were fully invested with
his sacred authority by the might of
his own infallible words.

These is no nore mystery in the
way the saints hear our invocations
than there is in the way in which we
Nevkk esteem anything as of adhear one another. Mystery there is, vantage to thee that shall make thee
but it is the same mystery in both break thy word or lose thy self-recases; and it would be absurd .to spect. Remember this that there is
maintain that we do not hear one an- a proper dignity and proportion to be
other because we cannot explain how i observed in the performance of every
we do it.
Dr. Bkownson.
act of life.? Makcls Auuelhjs.

:
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uaMOtnerd omen.
UNCLE

JACK'S TALKS WITH THE
BOYS AND GIRLS.

How To Get A Badge and Manual,
The Badge* are not sold. Wh lever seDds in a new
subscription to the Review, or renews an old subscription, with two dc liars for the ye-ir, will rece've a
badge and a Manual free. Any child can get his
parents or some relative or friend to subscribe and
get the badge and Manual for him. Many children
are getting them in that way.
None tut League members should wear the badge.
If your parents or fiiends subscribe and get a
for you, send in your name and be enrolled as a
member, and sit n the League promise and keep 't,
lhat is, if you are n?t a Defender already.
We cannot give badge and Manual with club-rate
subscriptions tor the REViEwand the Catholic ll'orld;
nor for any special or redo ed rate subscriptions, but
only when the full rate (#2) is paid to this office,
direct.
?

The new members of the League cf
Little Defenders of the Holy Name are as
follows:
Founders.
Mary Agnes McK D m.ie,
Lafayette Chapter, East Cambridge.
John B. Sullivan,
Sacred Heart Chapter. Mt. Auburn.
Francis L. King,
St. Aloysiu Chapter, WaltHam.

'

Members.
Lafayette Chapter.
Miry Agies McKenzie, Founder;
William I. Regan, secretary ;
Mary F. Donnelly, treasurer;
Joseph S. Donnelly,
Walter McDermott,
Agnes C. O'Connell,
John MuTay,
Mary A. McDermott,
John J. McKenzie,
Gertrude McKenzie,
Jenny Quinn,
Grace Donnelly.

Sacred Heart Chapter.
J"hn B. Sullivan, Fourder;
John J. Hogan, president;
Michael J. McGann, vice-president;
John McGinty, secretary ;

Frank W. Turk, treasurer;
Frank Sharkey,
Aloysius Andrews,
William Callahan.

St. Aloysius' Chapter.

Francis L. King, Founder;
Nathaniel Groom, vice-president ;
WiilUm Barman, secretary;
George

J. King, treasurer;

Albert Veno,
Edlie Bannon,

Placide Gefferin,
Enil Gefferin,

James Singleton.
The following are members of the League
of Little Defenders of the Holy Name but
they do not belong to a Chapter.

Chares McCarty, East Cambridge ;
Elsie MacMahon, Newton Centie.

Uncle Jack hopes all the secretaries and
founders will send in accounts of the doings
of their Chapters. Tbey will be very interesting, no doubt, and will furnish suggestions for new Chapters which have difficulty
in deciding upon something to do. Here is
a bright letter from the founder of our
largest Chapter, St. Joseph's Chapter, Danvers.

Danvers, Mass., April 10, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
our Chap er of the
I am going to tell you
League. You know we have only been organized
about two months, 'the firrt thing we did was to send
22s eggs to the Gray Sisters as an Easter present for
the orphans.
We hold our meetings every two weeks after Sunday-sch ol in tne basement of our church because
Rev. Father Powers gave us leave. We pay five
cents a month and we have nearly four dollars and
don't you think it would be nice to buy clothes with
the money for the same orphans we sent ths eggs to ?
lam going to tell you how we got thi eggs. Of
course nearly everybi dy in Danvers has hens because
it is a country town, so we held a meeting and voted
to bring eggs. Nearly every one of the members
brought from three eggs to a dozen. They brought
them to my house and my papa packed them in a bex
and the expressman came and got them oil Good Friday mjrning. We wanted them to be sure and get
them for Easter Sunday morningand the Sister wrote
us a beautiful letter with five little prayers, nd thanked
us very much and we were pleased. All the members
heard the Sister's letter because the president read it
at the meeting. We are gettingalong nicely,
Yours truly,
Mary T. Guiddry.
?

That's the sort of Chapter Uncle Jack
likes; one that has oiiginal ideas and puts
them in practice. Uncle Jack is sure if you
all put your heads together carefully you will
think of a more rriginal way cf spending
your money than buying clothes with it.
You know you really can't buy a great many
clothes for four dollars, and even ten times

that sum wouldn't clothe a tenth of all the
children of St. Francis' and St. Agnes'
Chapters whose members all live at the
Gray Sisters' big home. If you think Uncle
Jack doesn't know how much children's
clothes cost suppose you appoint a committee to go to the shops and price things for
yourselves. That's what grown folks' societies do when they want to know about
something. They appoint a committee to
investigate the matter. But really, Mary,
Uncle lack thinks the older folks look out
for the food and clothes and such things
for the orphans, very well. Uncle Jack
doesn't know particularly how things are
done in the Salem home for the orphans,
hut he does know that in some places, all
the big dry goods houses contiibute cloth
and hats and other necessary things and a
society of women and girls help the Sisters
on certain days to sew and make up the
cloth and garments. So you see the orphans don't really need clothes. Perhaps
if you ask your mothers or your teachers
about it they can think of something. There
is one suggestion Uncle Jack would like to
make, though he doesn't know enough
about your town, and your Chapter to be
sure whether it could do it or not. You
know that in Boston and other large cities,
there are a great many people who live in
very crowded quarters. The children have
no playground except the paved streets and
sometimes they haven't any idea of flowers
and trees and the country generally. Now
the Danvers children have all these things;
why can't they divide up? What Uncle
Jack means is that the St. Joseph's Chapter
should save up its money until next July
and then invite as many children as you
have money to pay car fare for, to come
from JRoston and spend the day with you.
They will be the guests of your Chapter and
you will show them the prettiest fields and
the flowers and you will be sure to have a
great big picnic lunch in the woods. Do
you think you could do that? Perhaps
some of the Boston Chapters could help
you to find children who never have days in
the country. Then there are many children
in the hospitals who when they are getting
better are very lonesome and would like a
nice picture scrapbook, or a doll or a bunch
of flowers. You little folks in the countiy
have no idea of how the child en in the
crowded parts of a big city just worship
flowers. Even the ox-eyed daisies that
country children think of as nothing but
weeds, are wonderfully beautiful to some
city children. Why, Uncle Ja< k would
probably look like the Piper of Hamlin
town if he were to walk through the Italian
or Jewish quarter of some large cities with
an armful of daisies. What do you think
of gathering great bunches of flowers and
sending them to one of the city fl »wer missions or to one of the city Chapters if any
of them want to do that sort of work ? Of
course, before you decide upon anything it
ought to be talkid over viith some older
person.
City Orphan Asylum,

Salem, Mass., March 28,

1894.

Dear Uncle Jack:
Our teacher has been reading the Sacrbd Heart
Review to us for over a year and we are deeply interested in it. I am a little gi'l eleen years old. I go
to fchool every day and I like it very well. I would
like to be a Sister of Charity when I grow up.
Our teacher read a letrer for us that she received
from the Founder of St. Joseph's Chapter in Danvers.
The members of the Chapter sent a box of eggs as
an Easter present for 'he orphans. I thinki that it
was St. Joseph inspired them to do so. I was very
glad because Danvers is my native place, and we
tha'k them very much and wish thtir Chapter success.
\u25a0
I am a member of the League of Little Defenders
of the Holy Name, and I like the League v. ry much.
I think my letter is long enough for the first time so 1
v,ill cotulude and remain
Your affectionate neice,
Bertha Swett.
?

Uncle J?ck is very glad Bertha wrote him
about St. Joseph's Chapter's bright idea.
Uncle Jack is very proud of that Chapter,
you may be Iure. Will she tell him about
St. Agnes' Chapter next time, and about
the things she sees on the long wa ks she
takes sometimes With how many kinds
of trees is she intimately acquainted ?
And h-ere is an encouraging report from
our very coldest Chapter, Leo XIII. Chapter.

!

Cambridge, Mass., March 27, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I am pleased to tell you that our Leo Chapter is in
a flourishing condition. The members have been veiy
faithful in something which I sujgested as a mortification during 1 ent. It was to save all their pennies
and try and cet tha Sacred Heart Revirw and a
badge and Manual.
I am in hopes some of the biys have quite a little
sum. It is pretty hard work but I think if they keep
on they will succeed. I received my bidge and Manual which I return you many thanks for. It is beautifu'. I sh iwed it to my members, and, they are more
than pleased with thena. They are all trying to get
one. I will close with Easter wishes.
Daniel Francis O'Kehfe.
Founder Leo XIII. Chapter.
?

Uncle Jack hopes a great many of the
Leo XIII. boys have succeeded in getting
badges by this time. Perhaps if they
couldn't manage to save two dollars, which
no doubt is a large sum for most small boys,
they could get some grown-ip friend to become a subscriber aid in that way get the
badge and Manutl.
North Cambridge, April is, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
?

be excused for not mrking my last letter
plainer. My name is James Patterson. 1 am seven
years old. 1 joinedthe Defenders some time ago. I
have asked the Captain of the Little Defenders and
he told me to write to you. I want to know what
steps I shall take to get a badge. I remain,
Yours truly,
James Patterson.
I beg to

To get a badge ard Manual you must get
somebody to become a subscriber to the
Shcred Heart Review and to send in two
dollars for a year's subscription, then the
paper will be sent to the person who subscribes, every week for one year and the
badge and Manual will be sent to you or it
will be sent to the subscriber to give to you.
Is that plain enough ? Suppose you show
this week's paper to your aunts and uncles
and cousins and neighbors and tell them
you can get a badge and Manual if one of
them will subscribe. Uncle Jack thinks they
will if you explain it to them.
And here is a member of St. Margaret's
Chapter who hasn't quite understood the
rule for getting the badge. Uncle Jack is
going to have it printed up in the corner of
the page so you can all see it.
Dorchester, Mass., April 15, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
?

I thought I would write you a few lines. I be'ong
to St. Margaret's Church. Our pastor is Father
Ryan and I belong to the Defenders' League. We
have been taking the Review for three years. I
would be thankful if you sent me abadge and Manual.
My brother Richard got his badge and Manual Satu.day morning. He is very lhankful to you for sending
it. There are twenty-one children who belong to St.

Margaret's Chapter.

James P. Graham.
of
glad
your nice letter,
Uncle Jack is
the
Defenders to
He
wants
all
James.
write and tell him interesting things and
ask quesfl>ns when they don't understand
things. Next time peihaps you will tell
him all about Dorchester and about the
games you play. But about the badge and
Manual. Now think a minute. Don't you
see how your brother got the badge ? Uncle
Jack has txplained ever so many times that
to get them you must send in a yeai's sub.
tcription or get some one else to do so.
Your father sent in the two dollajs to pay
for a year and the badge was sent to
Richard. Perhaps some of your friends
who do not take the paper would subscribe
if you ask them. There's nothing like trying
and even if the first one refuses, ask somebody else.
And here's another kind of misunderstanding Don't you all feel sorry for Uncle
Jack ? he can't seem to make his meaning
clear, no matter how hard he talks.
Cambridge; Mass., April 14, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack:
?

As I have not seen any letters from Mt. Auburn
lately, I thought I would write once more. We have
surted a Chapter of the League but we have not
seen ( ur president's letter in print yet. We are all
anxious to know if the n'me of our Chapter was
accepted. If so it will be St. Joseph's Chapter.
Please Uncle Jack send me a badge ad Manual as I
think I have complied with the rules in renewing the
subscription to the Review. I am eleven years old
and I am in the eighth grade I expect to graduate
next year. As 1 live in the part of Cambridge called
Belmont, the way to the V\ ashington grammarSchool,
w ere the two last classes have to go is very long so
the city kii dly furnishes us a free car that takes us
down in the morning and home in the evening;
which we were greatly obliged for. I live very convenient to Fresh Pond which supplies the city of Cambridge with water. Right on the brink of the water I
Is what used to be Mt. St. Joseph's Academy. It is j

turned into a park. I think if the city left up the
old sign and changed Academy into Park it would be
much prettier than it is now, " Kingsley Park." I will
close my letter hoping to see it ia print.
Your neice,
Ai.icf Mn.REY.
now

Your letter is very interesting Alice,
Uncle Jack hopes you will wti'e again and
tell him all you know about >our town.
He also hopes you and all his boys and
girls are going to learn a'l you can about
municipal government. Did you know that
every one who lives and eats and buys
clothes and pays taxes in your town is helping to payfor lhat car whi'h you are inclined
to look upon as a gift ? Won't you tell us
next time why the city called it Kingsley
Park p Perhaps St. Joseph has a great many
monuments and Kingsley has only this one.
But about the subscription your mother
renewed her subscription some time ago,
before the price of the Sacred Heart
Review was changed to two dollars a year
so that renewal can't count. You can get a
badge and Manual by sending two dollars to
renew your mother's subscription when it
expires, or by getting some friend o r relative
to subscribe now. The names <{ the members of St. Joseph's Chapter and the Founder's letter appeared April 14.

:

B'ighton. Mass., March 27, 1804.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I thought I would wiite and tell you 1 would like to
become a member of the Little Defender*' League. I
will do my very best to obtain a badge. I do not
quite understand how to get one. Will the subscriber
send the two dollars or our parents? I go to the
William Wirt Warren School. My teacher wants us
to write the nime of the school in full, buause there
is a Warren School in Charltstown. I am in the
fourth class and study 'arithmetic, readins, writing,
spelling, language,mu ic and geography. I have made
a collection of stamps and am q'lite successful. Mr.
Abbott who is a lawyer gave me qu!te a number to
start with. My cousin Harry says he will write to you
Hoping to see my letter in print, I will close.
?

Yours sincerely,
AfiNRS MolLOY,

If you can persuade a friend or relative to
money direct
to this office, or give it to you to send. If
your parents want to renew iheir subscription they can do the same way, either send
the money, or give it to you to send if you
know how to get a money order at the postoffice. With every new subscription goes a
badge, if it is stated that one is desired.
Uncle Jack is glad to hear you are making
a collection of stamps. It is a very interesting pursuit, isn't it ? Have you an album ? Uncle Jack hopes you are not pasting the stamps flat in a book. The best way
is to make little paper hinges and paste one
end to the stamp ard the other to the book.
Mr. Curious says if Agnes would like a
Cape of Good Hope Stamp, and one from
Japan, he will send them to her if she will
let Uncle Jack know if her collection lacks
these.
Gloucester, Mass., March '3, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :

subscribe, they may send the

?

I have been reading The Sacked Heart Review
for some time ;nd am interested in your talks with
boys and git Is.
I will be thirteen years old the 'ast of this month.
in the third class.
I go to the pub'ic school and amgeography,
grammar,
My studies are reading, writing,
singing, drawing and arithmetic. Our examinations
they
are over we
are to begin next Tuesday, and after
are to have a vacation of one we* k.
I would like to become a member of the League.
Annie Tinglky.

You were enrolled as a member several
weeks ago, Annie. Uncle Jack hopes you
are going to write again and tell him about
Gloucester. He has heard that it is a
charming place with its beautiful harbor,
and the hill with the great church standing
guard. And there are the lights on Eastern
Point, and "Ten Pound Island and it's a
great fishing port, isn't it ? Uncle Jack has
been told you may sometimes see a batk
from Cadiz unloading salt for the use of the
fishmen. There must be many other irteresting things to tell, ard Uncle Jick hopes
the Gloucester children will write about
them.
South Boston, March 3, 1891.
Dear Uncle Jack :

'

?

Reading my letter in the Sacred Heart Review I
was very much disappointed, but of course it was my
fault because I did not s'gn my name. Mary Howdoin is vic-president, Lily Casey is treasurer, and
Mary McCarthy is secretary. I am in St. P ugi stine's
parish, and I am in the fourth class of the grammar
school. Father O'Callaghan gives us good instructions every Sunday, and he is the pastor. The priests'

7

Tt-te Sacred Heart review.
names are Father O'Callaghan, Father Claxton,
Father Lane and Father Harkins
Yours truly,
.Agnes Connell.

We all make mistakes sometimes and
yours wasn't very serous that time, Agnes.
"Write again and tell Uncle Jack what your
Chapter is doing and about the games you
play and the historicspots in your neighbDrhood.
Maiden, Mass., March 8, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
Seeing so many nice letters from the boys and girls
?

FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN
IN NATURE.
ILLUMINATED NESTS AND BIRD BOWERS.

When we think of a birdsnest we

in your paper, I thought perhaps mine mi lit find are very apt to figure to ourselves the
space there, t"0. I am eleven years old and 1 go to
the school taught by ihe Sifters of Notre Dime. Our ordinary saucer-shaped structure of
paste r. whose name is Rev. M. F. Flatley, has
called St. Joseph's hay, straw or twigs with which we
erected a lovely
school My lessons are catechism, a ihmetic, Bijle
history, geography, history, language, spelling, readare familiar. The chief object the
four
ing, drawing, penmanship and sewing. I
brothers. Just think of it; four boys in the family, bird has in view when he builds his
and only one girl, t am very much interested in the
League of the Little Defenders, and I should like to nest is the production of a place
become a member
Trusting you will be pleased with my efforts, I atr>, wherein the female may lay and hatch
Your new niece,
her eggs, wherein the young may be
Lizzie A. Kit.t.ion

Uncle Jack is sure Maiden must be a very
interesting place, Uzzie, Will you tell him

about it ?
And now children, attention, please, all of
you Uncle Jack wants to say a word about
writing letters. Uncle Jack will be delighted
to hear from every one of his reader?, but
please don't expect him to pub ish letters
written on postal cards. These are convenientlittle things but nobody ought to use
them except to send the shortest and most
formal business notes. Uncle Jack really
feels important enough to have two cents
spent on him. And please don't write with
badpencil or forget to sign your name. It
won't be published if you don't wish it, but
Uncle Jack must know it. The letters
Uncle Jack likes best are those written with
irk on one side of the paper only, ard telling us about something in which we are all
interested. Now get out your pens, all of
you.
These boys and girls received badges and
Manuals last week ;
?

Joseph Ke'ley,
G-orge Myers,
Thomas Haley,
Katie Driscoll,
Mary A. Johnston,
William I Clarke,
Joseph Fitzgerald,
Julia A. Callarnn,
A. Lou's Hughes,
Thomas Curtis,
F. Ryan,
Jennie Turnbull,

East Cambridge,

"

"

South Boston,
*'
"
Mald*n,
Lvrjn,
Middletown, MasF.,
Boston,
Charlestown.

The Science column this week tells about

some wonderful birdsnests.

.UNCLE JACK.
SIGNALS AT

SEA.

The international code of signals
was prepared and first published in
April, 18.07, in accordance with the
views and recommendationsof a committee appointed by the hoard of
trade. The code is described as consisting of 18 flags - namely, one
burgee, four pennants and 13 square
flags, and in addit'on an "answering
pennant," which is displayed when
the message is completed and understood. The 18 flags represent the
consonants of the alphahet, and it is
by a combination of two, three :r
four of these flags hung perpendicularly to each other that arbitrary
signs are made which represent words
and sentences of the same signification in all languages. Each signal
has throughout the code but one signification. A signal is always made
in one hoist " in one place.
The nature of the signals is indicated by the number of flags hoisted,
whether two, three or four together.
Signals of two flags relate to danger
or distress; signals of three flags to
general subjects of inquiry or communication, including latitude, longitude
and time signals, and signals with
four flags relate to names. Single
flags are not used in cote signals,
with the exceptionof "yes" and "no"
and "answering" pennants. The
flags to be hoisted at one lime never
exceed four. It is an interesting
mathematical fact that, with 18 variously colored flags, and never using
more than four at a time, no fewer
than 78,642 distinct signals can be

"

given.

reared until they are able to fly, and
which shall be comfortable and safe.
For the former object the nest is
usually finished with hair or bits of
thread which are carefully interlaced
or twisted so as to form a smooth ami
sot lining to the nest. To provide
for the second need the nest is either
placed in the tops of trees among the
leafy branches, or hidden in the grass
or stubble of the fields.
In most eases this is a sufficient
protection, but the instinct of nest
preservation seems much stronger in
some birds than in others, and these
birds take care either to carefully
hide the nest, or to build it in places
which though exposed are yet comparatively free from molestation. An
instance of this latter kind is seen in
the nest of the Baltimore oriole or
fire-hang-bird. The oriole builds its
llask-shaped nest on the extreme ends
of the long drooping branches of the
elm. Although -readily seen it is
iiuite free from attack of land animals, including snakes, for none of
these creatures could support themselves on the slender branches at the
end of which hangs the object of their
desire. The South American representatives of the oriole build in the
same places, but their nests are much
longer than those of our oriole. They
are shaped like long purses about two
feet in length with the entrance on
the side near the bottomof the nest.
Although nearly all birds knows
something of the art of weaving, since
the birdsnest is, more or less, a
woven structure, there is a certain
class of birds known especially as
"weaver-birds." They are birds resembling our sparrow, or finch, with
strong, heavy bills. They are found
principally in Australia and Africa.
The peculiarity which gives their name
is a marked one. For not only are
their nests most ingeniously woven,
but they actually build a roof for the
nest. A colonyof birds unite in constructing a tort of umbrella-like roof
around the stem of some suitable tree,
from the under side of which are
hung their nests. The roof is made
of closely woven threads of dried
grass and built in a sloping manner,
so that it not only keeps the rain from
the nests but also, being slippery,
causes any animal which tries to
climb down the outside of it in order
to get at the nests, to slide oft.
Birds not only show great ingenuity
in locating and building their nests,
but strange to say some birds seem to
have a sense and appreciation of the
beauty of decoration quite as marked

as we find in lower races of man.
There i=* in farther India a small bird
called the baya, allied to the weaverbird, who builds his nest under the
eaves of human habitations. It is a
lr>ng purse-like nest similar to those
of the South American orioles. Not
only does the baya line his nest with
the softest material he can find, but
he has a passion for illuminating it
also, both without and within. In
that country fire-flies and glow-worms
are most abundant. So when night
comes the baya gets small bits of
soft clay and slicks them about his
nest inside as well as outside. Then
he goes forth to catch a glow-worm
or a fire-fly and sticks it into the soft
clay, taking care to keep the "jrlow"
end outward, and in a few minutes
the nest looks like a house illuminated
for a ball. The bird does not, gather
these fire-flies for eating, but solely,
it would seem, to gratify his aud bis
wife's sense of beauty.
Bat the baya is not the only bird
which values decoration for its own
sake. The hammer-bird of Africa is
another of those birds which like a
little ornament on their houses. He
builds his nest on the ground and it
is a very large one. On the outside
of this he sticks anything which he
can get which attracts his eye ; bits of
glass, broken crockery, knives,
shells, bleached bones, anything he
can capture, and the more of such
rubbish he can fasten to his nest the
better satisfied he is. The hammerbird however is excelled by the socalled bower-bird of Australia and
New Guinea. In these birds the decorative habit is carried so far that it
would be quite incredible were it not
vouched for by good authority.
The bower-bird first builds a platform of various materials and on this
erects a veritable bower of twigs
all carefully arranged so as to meet
together at the top. On the platform
he scatters not only pieces of shells,
feathers, pebbles, and bones, but the
bright colored wings of butterflies,
or other insects and flowers. When
the latter fade they are removed
and replaced by fresh ones. The
mo3t astonishing part of all this is
that this structure is not a nest, but
is built by the birds as a sort of playhouse, for they meet there to play
with one another, to admire one
another apparently and to court the
female birds. It seems to be really a
tort of bird's catino.
?

The inventor of dynamite

Alfred
is said
to be a most peaceable and simple
m«n.
When he made known his discovery, he thought only of its use in
blasting, mining, making tunnels,
cutting isthmuses, etc. Now he is
appalled at his invention, and bitlcily
laments that it should be employed
by anarchists in the commission of 60
many ciimes. Nobel lives in the
neighborhood of the Bois dc Boulogne,
Paris, and is one of the most active
members of the Society of the Friends
of Peace.

FactsnF
d igures.
An ordinary locomotive is said to
consist of 5,416 pieces.
A new metal named powellite has
been discovered in Idaho.
?-«

The only quadruped that lays eggs
is the ornithorhyncbns of Australia.

Ax auger completed by an Ansonia,
Conn., firm, measuring fourteen feet
long and fhree inches round, is reported to be one of the largest ever
made.
The sweet potato is supposed to
be an American plant, but is now
cultivated all over the tropical world.
It is a leading article of diet in the
interior of Africa.

.

Dr. Zeiglrr, a

German

scien'ist,

declares that photographs of the sun,
taken daily, will enable a person to
closely predict the weather. Circular
or elliptical halos aiound the orb of
day indicate violent storms.

While planting potatoes a Knoxville (Term.) farrrer unearthed a
human skull which, when examined
by a physician, was found to be one
inch thick at the frontal region and
one and a quarter inches at the back
part.

Is water in which decaying vegetables have been infused the microscope
discovers things so minute that 10,-000 of them would not exceed in bulk
a grain of mustard, though they are
supplied with organs as complicated
as those of a whale.

It is said that a red parasol destroys
in a great measure the actinic power
of the sun and must therefore keep
the skin from freckles. Photographers long ago availed themselves of
this peculiarity of light transmitted
through a red medium, and it seems
reasonable to suppose that a red shade
might protect the complexion.
Steering boats by telephone during
a fog is a new thing in the science of
navigation. A cable is laid in the
sea anil by means of a deb ctor on
board the boat it may be discovered
when passing over it. Charles A.
Stevensou.of London, is the inventor,
lie says he can get a perfect connection on board, with the water as the
principal conductor.

?

There are. various kinds of invisible inks, but there is a method of
making ink w lrch can be wiped off a
sheet of paper wish a pocket handkerchief without leaving a trace. Dissolve some starch in water until it is
as thick as cream. Then add to it a
few drops of tincture of iodine, which
will turn the starch to a dark red
color Now take a pen and write
with this prepared ink upon a sheet
of note paper. The ink will dry right
away, after which you may erase the
whole of your letter by simply wiping
the sheet with a pock*t handkeichief.
The shelter of fortifications may It will disappear as easily as chalk
make a coward of a brave man.
from an ordinary blackboard.

Nobel, a Swedish engineer

?
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THE HOLY SPIRIT IN THE CHURCH. established by our Lord was to be
pre-eminently a dispensation of the
What is the distinguishing charac- Spirit. This was in fulfilment of
teristic of the Church in contrast his promise that after his ascension
with the world? It is that it is a he would send another comforter
spiritual body, a spiritual society, a the Holy Spirit?to guide them into
spiritual organization. What do we all truth and bring to their rememmean by that? To have a compre- brance whatsoever he had said to
hensive view of the subject we need them.
"What we need particularly to note,
to be reminded that there is a natural order and a spiritual order cor- now, is the fact that this Spirit was
responding to the constitution of given to his chosen Apostles who
man, who is composed of body and constituted an organizedbody which,
spirit. As the natural order is rep- as we have said, was to be the repreresented by the State with its civil sentative and embodiment of the
government which is devoted to fur- spiritual order on earth. This orthering the temporal interests of ganization embraced a system of
man, so the spiritual interests need means including sacraments, a form
to be protected, encouraged and de- of worship and a regularly constiveloped in an orderly and organized tuted and well ordered system of
government with delegated plenary
way.
The aspirations of the soul are not power for all the purposes of the orsatisfied with mere temporal things. ganization which was to exist unto
God has evidently made us for some- the end of the world.
Just before our Lord left the world
thing higher, purer and better than
anything that this earth can afford. he gave this commission to his AposWe are not satisfied with the present, tles in the most solemn and impreswe look forward with longing aspira- sive manner. "All power," said he,
tions to the future. There is an " is given to me in heaven and in
answering sympathy in our nature earth, going, therefore, teach ye"*all
that responds to the supernatural. nations, etc." "And behold I am
Those aspirations were never fully with you all days even to the consatisfied till Christ came and revealed summation of the world." " And he
to us what before had been hidden breathed upon them, and he said to
from the foundation of the world. them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost,
He responded to the longing of the whose sins you shall forgive they are
human soul by opening up the future forgiven them, and whose sins you
world with all its tremendous realities shall retain they aie retained."
How the great Apostle Paid unand as human nature is weak and
imperfect he gave us the means of derstood this commission is indicated
recovering ourselves from the effects by that solemn exhortation to his
of the fall and by a system of spir- companions on the eve of his departitual discipline preparing ourselves ure for Jerusalem, not knowing what
for a happy state of existence be- should befall him there but expecting
never to see theirface again. "Take
yond the grave.
This he accomplished by establish- heed to yourselves and to the whole
ing a spiritual society called the flock wherein the Holy Ghost hath
Church, and it is called a spiritual placed you bishops, to rule the
society not merely because it is Church of God which he hath purdesigned to satisfy the spiritual chased with his own blood." It was
wants and aspirations of the soul of the Holy Ghost that had made them
man, but because that end is accom- bishops and given them power to ride
plished by the aid of the Holy Spirit the Church of God.
of God
the Third Person of the
That Holy Ghost had been imBlessed Trinity who is the source parted to them when their divine
of light and spiritual strength and Master had breathed on them and
withoutwhose aid we can do no good said, " Receive ye the Holy Ghost."
thing he alone can satisfy the in- The same Holy Ghost has been imfinite longings of the soul and give parted to their successors by the
us the peace and happiness which are divinely appointed meaus, prayer and
the legitimate result of resting su- the " imjiosition of the hands of the
premely in God and having his holy priesthood." It is that Spirit which
has given power and sanction to the
Spirit dwelling in us.
Now this Spirit was, of course, in ministry in all ages ; which dwells in
the world before Christ came. He the Church in its fulness today and
was with the patriarchs of old ; he imparts a life-giving energy to all
was specially with the .Jewish nation the sacraments and ordinances of the
which preserved the knowledge of Church. They are not mere lifeless
the one true God in the midst of the forms and symbols, but they are
darkness of heathen idolatry. But instinct with the life and power of
it was reserved for our Lord Jesus sanctifying grace. It is through this
Christ to purchase and secure for us Spirit the Spirit of Truth?that
a more copious outpouring and a the Church, in fulfilment of the
more intimate, more permanent and promise of her divine Lord, has been
continual indwelling and abiding guided into all truth in the essentials
with us than had ever before been of faith and morals. That Spirit is
pre-eminently a spirit of unity, and
experienced in the world's history.
In the outpouring of the Holy for that reason it dwells in its fulness
Spirit on the day of Pentecost, the of grace and guaranteed blessing
tongues of fire which sat upon the only in the one, holy Catholic and
heads of the Apostles were a striking Apostolic Church.
symbol and miraculous demonstration
That explains why those who have
of the fact that the new dispensation cut themselves off from the original
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Mrs. Cleveland's Sherbet.
In the Home.

14. Story

:

.

St. Eilomena's Godchild.
Poem, " The Boy and the Bird."

15. Sense and Nonsense.

16. Catholic News and Notes.

organization which our Lord established have lost the spirit of truth
and the unity of faith, and are rapidly degenerating into a lifeless liberalism, an endless disintegration,
and are losing the life and power of
godliness.
But perhaps the most important
lesson, for Catholics, as well as for
others, derived from this subject is
the danger of coming into conflict
with the authority of the Church.
The reason why excommunication,
and even ecclesiastical discipline
have come to be so lightly esteemed
in these degenerate days is that men
have lost the sense and proper appreciation of the tremendous power
imparted by our Lord to the ministry
of his Church. The Holy Spirit is a
spirit of power and authority, and
accompanies the authoritative decisions and declarations of the tribunals
of the Church with divine sanction.
When we come to think seriously of
it the power of binding and loosing
is indeed an awful power. It brings
us into immediate contact with the
Sovereign Ruler of the universe, who
is a God of justice as well as of
mercy, and woe to him who incurs
the judicial penalty of that power,
but blessed is he who experiences its
healing, strengthening and consoling

influence.

THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT.
On the first great Whit-Sunday,
God the Holy Ghost came down to
earth. We read of his coming in
tiauie and a. rushing wind, and think
with awe of that shaken house suddenly thrilled by a sound from
heaven, that mighty wind filling
the house, ?those cloven tongues of
fire that cleft the air,
those just
now timid men made strong in that
Spirit of resistless might, who gave
to them to speak with divers tongues,
and gave them, too, of his own
divine power wherewith to speak.
It is a scene which we do not picture to ourselves sufficiently, a fact
in the Church's history on which we
do not, often enough meditate ; yet it
is not "the first consideration upon
which we will dwell today.
Each soul of man is a little room
where God the Holy Ghost has come.
We heard no sound that thrilled the
whole house of our being, we saw no
light of burning flame, we felt nothing ; yet God, the Spirit of light and
love, was there. He is the Comforter, for he is Love; and the
prayer which the Church, our tender
Mother, puts on our lips today is
that by his direction we may relish
what is right, and always enjoy his
consolation. And as we read in the
missal the divine office of the day,
we find side by side with the description of this strange event, the loud
wind, the flame, the miraculous gifts,
another description of perfect peace,
of divine comfort, of interior sweetness, that moves us to look inward
rather than outward, and to become
silent and still in the temple of our
souls, even while the whole universe
outside is shaken at that sound of
the unearthly voice of Almighty God;
May God indeed teach us to know
?

?
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and love the Guest within our souls !
The exquisite hymn which the Church
puts on our lips toda} 7, unique in its
rhyme and rhythm and tender sweetness, describes him to us as Fathei
of the poor, Giver of all good gifts,
sweet Guest of the soul, sweet Refuge,
Rest in labor, Comfort in weeping.
We seek for comfort hither and
thither, we seek for light?yet comfort and light are within us, all the
time. We live in great anxiety,
troubling ourselves about our future,
or our friends, or our vocation, and
grieving lest we shall scnne time
offend our Blessed Lord who died to
save us from our sin ; yet that Lord
himself has said in today's gospel of
consolation: "Peace I leave with
you. my peace I give to you ; not ms
the world giveth do I give unto you.
Let not jour heart be troubled, nor
let it be afraid." And (iod the Holy
Ghost is Love itself, and in his
abiding presence within us is our
sure source of peace.
We understand now why St. Augustine cried : Love God, and do
what you will! " For, as he explains
to us, from this root of divine love
nothing except good can come. We
do all by the might of him who is
true Love and cannot err.
It would be the beginning of
sweetest peace, and.of many and
many a blessed work of grace in the
Church today, could we grasp this
thought more completely, and yield
ourselves, like little children in their
mothers care, to the guiding Spirit's
sway. Bishop Gay describes the

"

state of such n man in terms that

give a holy envy to his hearers. It
indeed, to some after bitter
spiritual distress, after sbaip temptation, after trials that have burnt like
fire, and sorrows that have made
earth's lights grow dim; but it comes
by God's gift always, whether
through pain or not. And no marvel if it be through suffering, since
the crucifixion and the death of their
Master preceeded the Spirit's advent
to the first and dearest friends of
the world's Redeemer.
But when the work of pain is accomplished, and the soul has learned
how utterly useless its own efforts
are, ?when pride is crushed, and
we know at last that the life of the
Spirit must be our life, rather than
any worldly ambition or intellectual
gift or human love, then, says the
great French bishop concerning such
a soul,
" it has entered upon its
rest. This soul walks always <*\u25a0->? carrying Cud. It thinks no longer of
what it is ; it does not regard itself,
it does not count upon itself, and,
consequently, it does not count upon
persons or filings. Love has become
its only light, and consequently its
only measure. It gravitates inviolably, and makes all gravitate with it,
towards its supreme centre, or rather
towards its only centre ?towards
Jesus whom alone it loves, and to
whom it refers everything it has. and
all that it is."
Consequently, :is we now see, it
has attained the gift of the forgetfulness of itself. Love of Cod possesses it and overmasters it, in the
comes,

It loves the
whole world, and like Jesus would
die for the whole world, were it possible ; for what Jesus did, it would
do. No human being is too low or
mean or sinful for it to stoop to, and
embrace in the arms of perfect pity,
and strive to win to its God. For
be they black or white, slave or free,
rich or poor, sinner or saint, God
made them, God loved them, God
died for them, and God desires to
make them holy and give them
heaven. The sinner, the heathen,
the vilest and lowest, no matter how
vile or low, a soul possessed by the.
Holy Ghost's fire of love draws nigh
to with real and unshrinking tenderness, and as Peter Claver embraced
the negroes staggering up from the
slave ships, blind and filthy, and more
hideous yet within, so such a Christian seeks the sinner in his misery,
and teaches him to love God and to
serve him, undeterred by what the
world thinks or says. And this is
why the Catholic Church is the mistress and queen of the universe,
because of the work of God's Spirit in
true apostolic men.
most perfect peace.

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR.

THE CHURCH AND SCIENCE IN "DONAHOE'S
MAGAZINE."

Editor Sacred Heart Review:
I have just read in the May number of Donahoe's Magazine an article
by Mr. .1. Audley Maxwell which
seems to me so extraordinary that I
cannot refrain from writing to you
about it. The writer,
is presumably an educated Catholic, puts
into this short article a surprising
number of absurd, unreasonable and
erroneous statements and inferences,
some, if not all, of which are plainly
opposed to divine revelation and the
teachings of the Catholic Church.
Mr. Maxwell's article purports to
give a conversation with a Protestant friend who objects to the Church
on account of its attitude on the
questions of the deluge, geology,
and the origin of man. Mr. Maxwell hastens to assure his Protestant
friend that the Church "attends to
its own business," and he adds his
own opinion that the Church should
not be concerned about man's
origin but rather about his condition
and his destiny. He then proceeds
to discuss the questions from his own
standpoint, assuming to tell us what
the Church does not hold and what
Catholic writers do hold with regard
to them.
Mr. Maxwell makes it quite plain
that he is not properly equipped for
his task. He undertakes the discussion of important subjects upon
which he is not well informed ; lie
(piotes Catholic writers without understanding them, and so misrepresents what they say.
He declares that the Church does
not concern itself with man's origin.
In point of fact the Church does
concern itself very particularly with
this question, and every Catholic
child is taught and knows, that the
human race descended from Adam;
this is one of the primary truths of
?

revelation and the commonest teach- instance touched upon with such unings of the Church. When he says fortunate results. Still, even here
that a Catholic may believe that the} may congratulate themselves
upon having brought before their
neither Adam nor Xoah was the portion
of the public a new Boston
father of all mankind, he makes a \u25a0'scientist" who has given to the
woftd mistake. If he uses the world a theory of the origin of the
"Manual of Prayers" issued with different races of men which I believe
the authorization and approval of the to be unique.
Very respectfully,
Third Council of Baltimore, let him
Anthropology.
turn to its preliminary statement of
Catholic belief, and he will see it
STARBUCK ON ANTIthere plainly set down that every PROFESSOR
CATHOLIC
CONTROVERSY.
true Catholic must believe, what Catholic theologians teach definitely and
Andover, April 23, "894.
positively, that the wholehuman race Editor Sacred Heart Review:
had a common origin, from Adam I dislike it so much when any compliments I send
to others remain unacknowledged,that you
and Kve. A denial of this, persist- a double right to complain of my having will have
left your
ently maintained, would constitute kind notice of me in the Review so long unacknowl
edged. It was not unappreciated, however.
heresy.
As you suggest, it cannot be required of a ProtesIt follows thai when Mr. Maxwell tant, in writing about the Roman
Catholic system,
says " that a Catholic may believe th*t he should be always'strictly correct. Indeed, con
that man came from the Mollusk. via sidering the vastn-ss of the fabric, that would be an
unreasonable
even to make of CathoKc
the Monkey " he flatly contradicts divide*. Of requirement
couse there is a certain idiomatic familithe teaching of his own Church, of arity which one outside of a system can never attain,
which lie shows a surprising ignor- \u25a0 and the want of wh'ch makes it certain that he will
ance. Here, and elsewhere when every now and the" strike false notes. For instance,
he alludes to the origin of man in a little letter that I wrote to the Advertiser respecting thi Jesuit General, I stated that he could at his
Mr. Maxwell makes the mistake of mere,
p'easure dismiss any member of th* Order.
a novice in such discussions and
And yet I h\d ju3t been reading the constitutions:
reads " man," where he should But long familiarity had not wroughtinto my memory
understand "man's body"; a very the restrictions on tha General's power over the
important distinction, and not to be professed.
overlooked without disaster. MiYou have an advant g» over us in this country,
vart suggests that possibly the body where Protestantism being prevalent, it is easier for
of man may have been developed you to avoid errors respecting us than for us to avoid
from some lower animal, his soul be- errors respecting y u. I am glad that you give me
ing infused directly by God at some credit for a good will to do this, and for a competent
shtre of success. When I make a slip, you smile
certain stage in his development, benevolently;
but when my fellow-Protestants make
thus forming man, the combination sip that I notice, I am ready
a
to tear my hair with
of body and soul. At most, and
xa'ion, which, I own, is hardly fair in me towards
*
supposing this to represent Mr. Mi- them.
vart's fixed and positive opinion, he Your Church is credited among us with all manner
holds merely the evolution of man's of direful designs, on our religion, our government,
body, while Mr. Maxwell goes be- our educatio-, and, fnr'what'l know, our manner of
yond 1 lie jrreat Catholic scientist and wearing our hrir. What her designs may be, lam
declares that " man " was evolved sure I don't knozv. I suppose they will appear in
from the mollusk through the mon- their actualization. What I am convinced of more and
more is, that our current Protestantism is ful y bent
key.
fasetnefas. lam perfectly aghast,
Mr. Maxwell is too great a man ovoushmgyoufer
when I see how the first principles of Chris'ianit*
to be content with the mere repro- are thrown overboard, and I become
every day more
duction of others' ideas and theories, convinced of the truth of my friend Dr. Schaff's
and so he treats us to a brand-new declaration, that for virulence, narrowness, and
theory of his own. " I am inclined injustice, Protestant controversy has fully equalled
to belitve," he sagely assures us, Catholic. we a--e now trying to see how far we can
" that the white man is a descendant excel. The worst thing 's, not that false accusations
of Adam, a special miraculous crea- should be brought, but that there is no will to correct
tion, and the colored races, black, them when disproved. For instance, Dr. Addiyellow, and red, are the products of son P. Foster, wrote some years ago
to the Advance that fudge Fallon might be, as he
evolution."
Who can now deny declared, a good patriot,
but that he is
to befame in scientific invention to Cath- lieve that Leo XIII. can shut him out of heaven. Of
olics ?
course the inference is jinn. If'the mere will of
As to the writer of the article I can another m»n can decide his eternal destiny, he can
only say that it seems to me that in give no guarantee for his conduct in any direction. I
his anxiety to prove to his Protestant latelyp epared a very brief paper, showingthe falsity
friend that he enjoys " freedom of of this charge, as attributing to a Papal sentence
thought " he has made serious and an anti - acramental working utterly contrary to
even vital errors. But on reading the fundamental doctrines and fundamental
Church, and quoting
such an article in a magazine which practices of the Catholic
R«-ll rmne, that if man unjustly condemns any one,
purports to be published in the inte- Deus coronabit cum. I have only had it rej-cted by
rest of the Catholic religion and t
three Protestant papers as yet, bit expect to have a
defend and elucidate Catholic truth goodly list of rejections to publish with it yet in a
I cannot help a feeling of sorrow, secular paper And that is the way we co on Some
shame and mortification. I beg you organs of ecclesiastic 1 Protestantism re use to correct
not to misunderstand me. My words such calumnies from a wicked delight in them; some
are not prompted by any feeling of from cowardice before those th»t have a wicked
hostility to the two worthy young delightin them ; some from a contemptuous indiffermen who jssue Donahue's Magazine. ence to the who'e matter. B'ston is the focus of
I admire the energy, pluck and bus- religio s malignity, and Toledo, or Denver, or Cinof irrelig:ous malignity against the Roman
iness sagacity with which they have 'innati
Catlnlic Church, the two playing into each other's
pushed their interests in this publica- hands.
tion. But the interests of religion In theology, as will easily be perceived, I am farther
should be paramount to all personal from the Catholic Church than most Protestants. This
considerations.
Of course they however, favors impartiality.
if the instincts of
mean no harm, yet who can estimate equity did not move me to make head against ihe
the amount of damage done by the torrent of sland*rtus vi ulence of which you are the
Roman Catholic friends of
complete ignorance and the uninten- objects the memory of the
my
tional misrepresentation of the article my childhood, including governess, Miss O'Brien,
who was the 'ncarnation of uprightness and steady
which 1 have criticised so freely? kindness,
ought to impose on me the obligation of
Donahue's Magazine may no doubt repelling a slander on Catholicism as I would repel a
be valuable in a certain sphere of slander on Protestantism.
work, but if it will take my sincerely
Very faithfully yours,
well meant advice its conductors will
Charles C. Starbuck.
'-ot allow it to dabble in theology or
P. S.? Permit me to say that I have no connection
in subjects involving the questions whatever, but that of friendly intimacy, with
th«
wnich its contributor has in this Divinity School here.
7
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JAumsontg urselves.
Conducted bv Aunt Bride.

THE

Remarkable Girl came into
Aunt Bride's study the other
afternoon and over her second
cup of tea she began to relieve her
mind.
Do you know, Aunt Bride," she
said, I think you are not quite fair.
I am even persuaded sometimes that
you think a little on the bias."
Aunt Bride started to protest but
realized in time that it was of no use.
She discovered long ago that the Remarkable Girl belongs to that common class of observers who never see
anything but what they want to see.
There arc many varieties of this sort
of observer. There is the woman
who sees what an untidy housekeeper
her neighbor is and fails to note the
lacks in her own home economy;
and those other numerous individuals
who persistently see what a good time
other folks have and look at their own
numerous blessings through smoked
glass which is warranted to take the
shine off the sun itself. Perhaps the
worst of the lot are the people who
avoid disagreeablesights and refuse to
believe because they have not seen it,
that there is a great deal of misery
and suffering which they ought to do
their share towards helping. And so
Aunt Bride set the teakettle boiling
merrily and prepared to listen.
I'm sure you're not quite fair,"
Remarkable
Girl went on.
You
the
in
the
up
defence,
cudgels
can take
or you can say nice comforting things
to all sorts of girls, but you persistently play round the mulberry bush
with the girl who works out.' Oh,
you needn't interrupt, I know she
doesn'tneed any defence. She hasn't
been doing anything wroDg. She
doesn't get herself into the courts to
any great extent and she keeps out
of the papers pretty well except the
funny papers and it isn't her fault
that she is dragged into so many socalled jokes. She just goes ahead
and does her work and doesn't make
any great fuss about it or about her
faithfulness and usefulness, either, and
I tell you, in these days when we are
all given to talking a good dealabout
the wonderful things we women are
doing, that's quite a rarity. And I
tell you, Aunt Bride, we don't half
appreciate what an important factor
the working-out' girl has been in developing and civilizing this new land.
Or ought I to say Christianizing? It's
about the same thing, isn't it ? There
is hardly a good cause that does not
owe her its warmest thanks for her
staunch support. It is after all the
many small contributions rather than
the few largerone3 that make the great
works possible. Some day when some
one takes the trouble to look up what
this big country and another small
country owe to the girl who works
out, I am sure every church in the
land will have its window to St. Zita
and the public squares will have
statues to this humble and important

little lecture, remarked at this junc- venience and bad weather and in other
ture: "That's it. I believe in ways shown the faith within her, on
statues to womenon the public squares, the other hand there have been girls
myself. I should think all those who rather than be bothered with ex-

statesmen and soldiersand poets would
be lonesome. I am getting signatures
myself to a petition to have Major
(or was it Captain?) Molly Pitcher's
statue erected next to Nathan Hales.
And that reminds me that statues to
women are decidedly uncommon in
the United States. You may remember that even Queen Isabella wasn't
important enough to induce her sex
to have her properly represented in
bronze at the fair. But as I was going to say, while statues to women
are quite uncommon one of the finest
of the few is to a girl who worked out.
I saw it several years ago when I was
in New Orleans where it stands in a
public square. Across the base is
the single word Margaret,' but even
the smallest child can tell you the
story of the poor Irish working girl
who stands there in bronze with her
rough hand clasping that of a little
child. Though unread in books and
hardly able to write her own name
there are three asylums for children
in New Orleans that owe their existence to her! "
And while everybody was looking
at everybody else and thinking how
much most of us don't do when we
seem to have so many greater opportunities, Aunt Bride got a chance to
get in a word about her favorite subject of mistakes. It always seems
to her that is one common ground on
which all of us can meet, and there
are certain mistakes peculiar to each
one according to our circumstances.
She has thought of a few which while
not exactly confined to the workingout girl still do come her way occasionally. One of these is to get
too desperately intimate with the girl
in the next house. Of course she
must have company. Housework is
monotonous to most people, and when
the conversation is confined to chat
about the work, about the papers or
books or the societies one is interested in, the intimacy certainly can't
be otherwise than good. Quite often,
however, the acquaintance develops
into a confidential exchange and then
suddenly there is a quarrel and the
girl finds that her new friend is telling everywhere the sacredest confidences and perhaps the whole thing
ends by making irreparable trouble.
And this isn't the only objectionable
feature. Very often there is aregular exchange of the private family affairs of their employers. Now Aunt
Bride thinks it just as dishonorable
for the working-out girl to tell outsiders about the home affairs which
she cannot help knowing because of
her position as it is for the typewiiter
girl to talk over the contents of the
letters she has written for her employer with her companions in a public lunch room, as she does sometimes.
There is another thing to which
Aunt Bride's attention has been called
lately. While many people have
been attracted to the Church by observing the exemplary ways of some
factor*"
who
GUI,
The Travelled
had come good Catholic girl who has hustled
in just in time to hear the last of this out to early mass in spite of incon-

"

"

"

"

'

'

'

Peculiar Weakness
For ten years I have been a great
sufferer from a weakness peculiar to
my sex. For days at a time would
have a terrible bearing down feeling,
with greatexhaustion, and pain in back

planations or for some other reason,
have admitted what they ought to
have known was untrue about their
Church. This sort of thing once done
is very hard to undo. When a girl
admits, to be rid of a tormentor, that
she does give almost all she earns to
the priest, that she gives him money
to pardon her sins, that she will be
it
cut off from the Church for not attending certain devotions, and various other things, she cannot possibly
imagine the damage she is doing.
Aunt Bride doesn't mean to assert
that this sort of thing is common at
all, but she has heard of such cases
and it is well to be reminded of what
might happen. The best answer for
a sensible girl when questioned on
something she does not know or is Often after rising I would have a period
of trembling until at last my nerves
not sure of, is to sta*e the fact that she
were in a state of
not
know
and
then
to
and
go
does
find out about it if it's something she
ought to know.
I had scarcely any appetite, almost
Just then the Remarkable Girl
headache, and many strange
started to go and as she adjusted her constant
sensations. Though but 43 years old
cape, she.said: "There is just one my hair turned gray, and I looked like
thing more. I think the working-out a person nearly 60. This was my
girls' turn is coming soon. We are condition when I tried
reviving all the old fashioned things.
Cooking and dish-washing and sweeping and baking are getting fashionable. I can even fancy the funny MsW SARSAPARILLA
Have increased in flesh from 91 to 146
men begin to feel the new spirit. I
and, praise God, I am well.
pounds,
saw a joke the other day and though
I feel like a new person, and Dana's
it wasn't very funny, the point turned
has cured me. My case is a miracle,
an unusual way. It seems that in
and I will do all I can to induce others
New Zealand municipal voting for to accept the relief that is within their
women is quite a fashionable matter reach.
Elizabeth A. Brown, Lewiston, Me.
and a woman was telling her cook
good
they
about the great
were sure
the
that
to accomplish and how lovely some
Use Dana's Anodine Strengthening
one had talked about the duty and
Plasters for sideactie and pleurisy.
privilege of voting, at the meeting
in Mrs. Society's parlor. After awhile
when the cook had been duly admonished to read some nice pink suffrage
tracts, she managed to get a word
in edgewise. She said quietly, ' And
what do you think, ma'am, of Hare's
scheme of representation ?' And as
Mrs. Fashion had never heard of
Hare's scheme, she gave the orders
for the next day's dinner. So you
see, we're going to have a revival of
If you are to bring out a friend from the "Old
the belief that you can't tell the con- Country"
this Spring or intend to take a trip across
wilj be to your advantage to purchase the Passage
it
tents of a book by its cover, or the Ticket at the old reliable Steamship and Foreign
wisdom and knowledge in a woman's Exchange Office of

*\u2666
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Complete Prostration

nanas
Dana's is

"Kind

Cures."

tap Tickets.

head by her occupation."
Aunt Bride.

Martin
J.Street,
Roche
13
Bow

doors from City Square.)
CHARLESTOWN, MASS.
M. J. Roche has been Steamship Agent for the
past ten years, during which rime he has s.ent thousands of passengers to and from Ireland, and all parts
of Europe, and no accident has ever befallen a passeng r booked at his office. He is agent for all the
best Lines of Steamships, such as the Cunard, White
Star, Dominion, etc., and the price of tickets at his
office is just the same as at the Bostc n offices. Drafts
for One Pound Sterling and upwards at the Lowest
Rates.
N. B. Don't forget the address; 13 Bow
Ptreet, ChaHeslown. Open all day and evenings
till 9 o'clock. If yon cannot call, write, as mail and
express orders receive prompt attention.
(A few

TO HELP FATHERS AND MOTHERS.
The League of Little Defenders of
the Holy Name is a great help to
parents. It teaches the children to
control their tongues and their
tempers. It encourages them to read
good, sound reading and to despise
the cheap and good-for-nothingbooks
and papers which only do them harm.
They are encouraged to be good,

conscientious, consistent Catholics
and good citizens. There are already
nearly 1,000 members of the League.
One subscription to the Sacred
Heart Review, with full price for a
year, $2, gets a beautiful badge and
a Manual for any boy or girl.

NOTICE TO READERS.
If you are going away, send us
your present address as well as the
dew

one.

When you write about if, give the
name that is on your paper, and not
the name of any other member of the

family.
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[The Committee appointed at the time of the visit of Hon.
Edward Blake, M. P., has issued an appeal for contributions
to the Home Rule cause, especially needed at this time. THE
SACBED llfart Review is authorized t'i receive and
acknowledge all contributions sent to thit oth>e. it is Imped
that the response to the appeal will lie prompt and generous.]

TI HINKOF OLD IRELAND, WHEREVERIGO.
I'm a wand rer, now, from
land of my birth,
Ftr away from the scenes I hold dearest on e«rth;
And I've seen both the beauties of the Nile and
the Arno ;
Still I think ol old Ireland, wherever I go.
C'HOFP*.

think of old Ireland, across the b'ue wive,
think of old Ireland, thi land of t v e brave:
Tis the home of the brave, where the wild
Shamrocks grow.
O, I think of o'd Ire'and wherever I go.
I
I
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And 'tis soon I'll be home, in the land I love best.
In my own dearest Emerald Isle ol the West,
Though now I am chising the wild buffalo,
For I think of old Ireland, wherever I go.
Yet though far away from that dear blessed sod,
I still offer up prayers to my country's God
To chase from her borders th: base Saxon foe,
.For I think of old Ireland, wherever I go.
Dear land of the chamrock, and sweet-smellingbrier,
Dear scenes of my childhood which never could tire,
Wh?n a boy. I picked beechnuts in wild Glemboe.
O, I think of Ireland, wherever I go.
How oft hive 1 drunk out of Barranane's well,
In whose dear waters there lurks a bright spell ;
The afflicted go there to find ease fir their woe,
For I think ol old Ireland, wherever I go.
And how oft have I swum in the Blackwater's tide,
And roamed the sweet wildwoods around Castle
Hyde!

For it's through its wild woodland the Blickwaters
flow.
O, I thiok of old Ireland, wherever I go.
And how oft have I sported through its pastures so
green,
Where the wild fragrant daisy can always be seen !
For flowers in luxuriance there always do grow.
O, I think ol old Ireland, wherever I go.
But all my sad wanderings soon will be o'er,
And that i<le of my heart I will never 'cave more,
Though deep is her sorrow, and biiter her woe.
O, I think of old Ireland, wherever I po.
ii

-?

The heartless, grasping and avaricious Irish landlords whose atrocity
has been condemned on all sides are
really fhe most pitiable class of mortals on the face of the globe. Sunk
in class prejudices, devoid of the
ambition which animates and inspires
men in every other country filling a
similar position, unable to see clearly
before them, to guige the trend of
events, and lo measure with accuracy
the permanent forces of political life
they have had no thought but to cling
tn the union as the last raft which
saves them from shipwreck. It is to
these men Sir Thomas Grattan Esmonde addresses himself in a recent
number of the New Ireland Review
in an able article under the caption
The Nemesis of Irish Toryism."
The part which the Irish gentry will
play in the future of Ireland is a subject of vital importance. Every
thoughtful son and daughter of the
Gael is convinced that Motherland is
at present passing through a period
of transition, that owing to economic
and other causes great changes mu«t
be made in the Irish system of land
tenure, that the state of unrest in
the public mind, the antagonisms between class and class wlrch the
fierce struggles of the last twelve or
fifteen years engendered, are fast
disappearing, that the new labors and
the new wants which a changed condition of society demands have to be
faced, antl that in the great work of
Nations and industrial regeneration
to which an Irish Parliament must devote itself, the Irish landlords if they

"

show themselves willing to throw in
their lot with the people, if they are
prepared to apply their intelligence
and their ability to the problems
which an Irish Parliament must grapple with, if they prove by their actions that they can recognise the inevitable and that they will loyally acquiesce in the altered condition of affairs, they will then undoubtedlyplay
a leading if not the most important
part. To the great majority of the
Irish landlords this aspec' of the case
has never presented itself. The arguments of Sir Thomas which he adduces to show why the Irish landlords
should reconsider their untenable and
unenviable position, theprospect which
he conclusively proves fhe future will
have in store for them, even should
the Home Rule movement suffer temporary defeat, demonstrates forcibly
the eloquent p»n and the master mind
of the Irish Parliamentarian. Comparisons are said to be odious ; nevertheless we cannot allow the opportunity to pass without showing the
contrast between fhe Irish landlords'
present position, forlorn, powerless
and isolated as it really is, and that
which it would be. if they showed that
they could be animated by a lofty and
generous spirit of patriotism, such as
that which in days gone by made the
names of membersof their class householdwords in Ireland. There can be no
question but that if the Irish landlords
come forward and acquiesce in a Home
Rule settlement, past differences will
be consigned to inocuous de-uetude forgiven and forgotten and
a new spirit of confidence will rapidly
spring up, and on the other hand it
is extremely probable that the opportunity which is now at their doors
may not recur again, that a continued
opposition and open hostility to Ireland's aspirations for Home Rule may
render their taking a part in the political life of the country almost impossible and that in all probability the
treatment which would be meted out to
them by EDglish parties under the
strain and pressure of political exigencies would fall far below that they
would receive from their own countrymen.
On this point Sir Thomas Grattan
Ksmonde says:
'? It is intelligible
when a Tory
Government is in power, and the
Tory, that is the landlord element,
dominant in English politics, that our
Irish Conservatives should find it advantageous to have Ireland governed
by English statesmen and English
permanent oflicials. Their interests
as a class will, in this case, be served
by the legislation which emanates
from the ruling party in England.
The Irish Administration will be in
the hands of men who, as a duty to
their party, will have respect for
landlord privileges, and maintain in
public life the sphere of landlord influence. Dublin Castle will be a centre of landlord government as completely as it will be a centre of landlord society ; its oflicials will be at the
beck of the landed gentry almost as
obediently as its lacqueys; the resident magistrates, the Petty Sessions
bench, the Grand .Jury administra?

?

?

every position of authority
and profit in the public service will be
tion

?

theirs to dispose of and to control.
Why, in these circumstances, should
they not be Unionists? Disinterested patriotism might, indeed, suggest that the general fortunes of the
country were above the fortunes of a
party. But, then, it is very easy for
a party which enjoys patronage and
power to persuade itself that it is well
wifh the country because it is well
with itself. On the whole, it is not
surprising that the. Conservatives of
Ireland should be ardent I'nionists,
so long as England is Tory in its
Government, or even Liberal in that
older sense of the word which did not
imply any antagonism to the landlord
interest."
The Governmentof England is not
Tory nor even Liberal in the old
sense of the word any longer, the
power has now passed into other
hands. The Irish Party holds the
key to the situation, and it is very
doubtful whether a return to Toryism
or even the old Liberalism will ever
again receive the sanction of a general election. The Radicals may be
repulsed again and again, but defeat
is out of consideration and victory
will finally perch upon their standard.
The fact is patent to all observers of
the political arena, and it is a fact
with which fhe Irish landlords must
anil the legislation," says
reckon,
Sir Thomas, ,v which would come
from a Rallied Government bent on
reforming the condition of Ireland on
the lines adopted in England would, it
is apparent, make a very serious
change in the position of the Irish
Tory landlord." It is safe to say
that he would find himself much more
tenderly provided for under an Act
by an Irish Parliament which had
been elected by the tenant farmers of
Ireland. Up to the present however
he chooses to be legislated for by the
Parliament elected by the voters of
English towns. If he has reason to
complain of the result, he has only
himself to blame. He has much more
in common with his fellow-countrymen whose representatives would
govern Ireland from the old Parliament House in College Green than
with the Radical electors of English
boroughs, and we believe that if the
Irish landlords would stand up and
be counted as men and throw in their
lot unreservedly with the majority
of Irishmen they would serve their
own interests more effectually than by
clinging to the coat-tails of a foreign
Governmentwhich even now considers
them an incumbrance. Will this appeal be unheededr' We hope not.
We want the Irish landlords to turn
over a new leaf, we want evictions to
cease, and therefore we are willing to
afford them an opportunity to win
for themselves the love and esteem
of their fellow-countrymen and
a position of honor in an Irish legislature and play a leading role in an
Irish Home Hide Government.
M. .1. Koi-iik.
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mli m at the same time to soothe t lie ncrUllb
vons system and creaie vital knei:gy. It is the marvel of the 1 nth century,
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of its success in cartas disease
hasreceived the praise of physicians.hospitals,
druergists and the people who have all decided
it to be THE BKST ON EARTH.

yMf/\ at the cost of one.
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HerveTonic

imitation. See that
PCWAPC"'
DC ¥»#*\u25a0» E, the words "Oalton's Sarsaparilla and Nerve Tonic" appear on every
carton and bottle. The company was chartered expressly to manufacture this remedy,
the medicinal value of which cannot be imitated. It stands alone, a wonderful and absolute enemy to disease. It will cure you.
sold by all druggists, but made
IT
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10 only by the
DALTOX 9ARSAPARIIXA CO.. Belfast, Me.
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FINE FOOTWEAR
TO ORDER AND READY MACE.
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LIGHT WEIGHT
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WALKING.
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W. F. FAUNCE & SON, 41 COURT ST., BOSTON.

Catholic
PRAYER BOOKS
PEARL ROSARIES
SILVER ROSARIES
PHOTO MEDALLIONS
BOOKS OF DEVOTION
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS
STATUETTES
FRAMED PICTURES
Drafts for £1 and upwards.
Passage Tickets at low rates.

Flynn & Mahony,
18-20

Esse*

St., Boston.

AIMNON'S
OLLEGE,
MMERCIAI.

LAWUEX-K,

MABS.,

lIPARTS HOKE PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE
(n ft

piven time, than can be obtained at ftny other
school in this country.
UPON APPLICATION TO
'W .*m*AJM ©AW»»'t»W.
T*rfc*-

OF THE ASSUMPTION, Welie.ler
Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the
city. It is on *he line of the boston and Albany
Railroad. The location is one of the most healthful
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all tbe
branches necessary for a refined education. For
particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
apply to Sister Superior.

ACADEMY

Shoes that PLEASE!
Shoes that FIT!
Shoes that WEAR!

A CORRECTION.
In the list of contributions to the
Five Dollar Parliamentary Fund,
published recently, Rev. M. F.
McMahon, East Cambridge, should
have been Rev. M. P. Mahan.
53 Cambridge Street, Boston, Maw.

CROWLEY'S,
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MedicaH
l ints.
A CURE FOR STAMMERING.
A gentleman who stammered from
childhood almostup to manhood gives
a very simple remedy for the misfortune. Go into a room where you will
be quiet and alone, get some book
that will interest but not excite you
and sit down and read two hours
aloud to yourself keeping your teeth
together. Do this every two or three
days, or once a week if very tiresome, always taking care to read
slowly and distinctly, moving the
lips, but not the teeth. Then, when
conversing with others, try to speak
as slowly and distinctly as possible
and make up your mind that you will
not stammer.
Well, I tried this remedy, not having much faith in it, I must confess,
but willing to do almost anything to
cure myself of such an annoying difficulty. I read for two hours aloud
with my teeth together. The first result was to make my tongue and jaws
ache that is, while I was reading?
and the next to make me feel as if
something had loosened my talking
apparatus, for I could speak with less
difficulty immediately. The change
was so great that every one whoknew
me remarked it. I repeated this
remedy every live or six days for a
month, and then at longer intervals
until cured. Good Health.
?

?

WHAT GLADSTONE'S DOCTOR SAID.
The late Sir Andrew Clarke, the
famous physician, believed heartily in
fresh air, simple diet and a cheerful
mind as remedial agents. He once
visited a patient whose bed-room
walls were covered with paper of a
most depressing color and pattern.
That paper," said Sir Andrew, decisively, "is quite enough to send a
healthy man melancholy mad; its
effect upon an invalid, who is compelled to lie still and gaze upon it all
day must be awful. You'll have to
move the patient into a more cheerfully papered room." "But, Sir Andrew, this is the best of them all,"
Then," said
was the remonstrance.
must
doctor,
buy a
"you
the great
bright cretonne or something, and
hide these dreadful walls." And cretonne was purchased accordingly.

"

"

If any man is able to convince me,
and show me that 1 do not think or
act right, I will gladly change ; for I
seek the truth, by which no man was
ever injured. Marcus Aleelius.
?

How's This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. H. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligations made by their firm.
Wkst & Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, O.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per
bottle. Sold by al'lDruggists. Testimonials free.

BNew ooks.

and the pleasant Contributor's Club complete the number.

SOME MAY MAGAZINES.
Opinions will vary as to which is the most
attractive feature of the May Century
Piobably the greater numSer of readers will
turn first to the opening of the account of
the journey of two young men across Asia
on bicycles. Their way was from Constantinople to Pekin, and these chapters carry
them as far as Mt. Ararat. The strange
peoples and striking scenery on their route
are shown from their own photographs,
which furnish to us practically the first
glimpse of those regions. Next in general
interest is the graphic and strongly told story
of the capture of the last Ameiican slave
ship " Cora," by a United States war vessel.
The young officer who iells it took charge
of her and landsd the slaves in Africa,
brought the ship to this country just as the
civil war was breaking out, and at once
joined the Confederacy. There are several
strong pictures with this article, Mr. Bishop
a practiced writer, recounts his experience
in hunting for an abandoned farm in New
England, and gives some illustrations of
New Hampshire scenes. An interesting and
striking article is that by W. A Coffin on a
famous modern French painter, Dagnan
Bouveret, with excellent reproductions of
several of his pictures of life among the
devout and simple Breton peasantry.
Wilson reaches an exciting
" Pudd'nheadmurder
and no clue ; Richard
point, with a
Malcolm Johnston, the Catholic writer, contributes one of his delightful studies of
Southern life and character, with rather
more of pathos than of fun in this instance
book-lovers are supplied with an essay on
bookbinding, with illustrations of the styles
of many famous binders ; the western story,
"Coeur d'Alene," is finished ; an article on
the old Dutch masters gives examples of
Cuyp; some unpublished fragments from
James Russell Lowell's writings consist of
three short articles, all of great, though
purely literary, interest. There are short
stories and several poems, one by T. B.
Aldrich, and one a stirring song, " Roncador," by James Jeffrey Roche, and the usual
miscellaneous departments at the end of the
magazine are well maintained.

"

:

Mr. William Frederick Slocum, Jr., in his
article on "The Ethical Problem of the
Public Schools," in the Atlantic, makes some
admissions which must be found rather distasteful by some of his readers, especially by
the editors of the Churchman, the Independent, and other journals with positive and
unreasoning views about our present system
of pab'.ic education. Miss Louise Imogen
Guiney con ributes one of her scholarly and
quaintly worded studies of forgotten writers,
her subject this time being Henry Vaughan,
"the Silurist," who lived and died in Wales a
couple of hundred years ago. The late Francis Parkman is eulogized hy Professor John
Kiske and Mr. Justin Winsor, both deeply
interested in historical studies and both
thoroughly appreciative of Parkman's abil
ities. If the Catholic critic cannot praise
the historian without reserve, he is still able
to speak with sincere and ungrudging admiration and respect, of vaiious admirable and
useful qualities evident in his character and
his writines. Mr. Frank Bolles, late of
Harvard University, has a paper describing
a journey in Nova Scotia; Gilbert Parker
has a short story, "Three Commandments
in the Vulgar Tongue," about the Hudson
Bay Company's land and people; an unnamed writer summarizes very briefly the
encyclical letters of Pope Leo XUI., with
strong praise of their graceful, forcible and
feii itous style; Sir Ednaid Slrachey concludes his chats about books and authors
called 'Talk at a Country House," and
there are instalments e.f " Philip and his
Wife," by Margaret Deland; " Behind
Hymettus," a Grecian sketch of travel; an
instructive article on the terms of modern
electricity,such as the "ohm," the
and others, so mysterious to the most of us,
with special allusion to Joseph Henry and
his work, and some poems and short stories

By this time McClure's Magazine has defined itself well and one knows what to look
for in it. It has in every issue much that is
fresh and interesting, and it n"ver gives its
readers anjthing long and dull. Hence, it is
not so large as some cf the magazines, and
perhaps it is not so instructive, but it is undeniably amusing and entertaining. In the
May number the article on wild beasts in
captivity, their training, their afendants,their
tastes and tempers, with its remarkable pic
tures, is something to thrill and to give
evcy reader a sensation. The American
public never tire of reading about General
Grant. Here are given a large number of
striking portraits, taken at various periods,
and General Horac; Porter gives a most in
teresting article on the great genera', with anecdotes and reminiscences, whi'e Colonel
Frederick Grant tells about his father, Gen
eral Howard and General E. S. Parker add
their own recollections and there is a letter
from Jesse Grant,the General'sfa her. There
is a sketch of Flammarion, the French as
trcnomer, with two short stories, one of
them by Bret Hart, and Robert Louis Stevenson's powerful and realistic story, " The Ebb
Tide," is continued.
The April number of the American Cath
olic Quarterly Review is one of exceptional
strength, both as regards the distinguished
character of the contributors and the able
treatment of the various and important subjects discussed. Among the papers announced for the July issue is ne on"The
True Solution of the Italian Question," by
the Most Reverend Apostolic Delegate,
Mgr. SatoUi No one could speak on this
important subject with fuller knowledge
and greater authority than Mgr. Satolli, and
his paper will therefore be sure to excite intense and widespread interest.
rt

A LAST APPEAL.
There are always some Catholics
God help them
to whom the
"Easter duty" is not even a memory,
says a modern Catholic writer. Year
has followed year and Easter has
followed Easter and now even conscience has ceased to sting as the
summer comes in and the yearly duty
has been neglected. To them we say;
Here is a chance to begin anew. You
may not have another. Take it; the
time is short but it is surely long
enough. In God's name take it.
There are some who have not approached the sacraments for many
years but in whom the voice of conscience is not yet silent. As Easter
comes round there is a little remorse,
a little regret, a half-longing, half?

?

A prominent clergyman of Mississippi recommends "Golden Medical Discovery to
suffering humanity everywhere. The "Discovery" builds up the strength and solid
flesh when reduced below a healthy standard.

DYSPEPSIA AND GENERAL DEBILITY.

.

Rev. A. H. Mevs, of Friar's Point, Coahoma
CfL, Mississippi, writes s
\u25a0 -ysjijjj^^| " Having suffered for a
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number of years with
dyspepsia, torpid liver
fireneraJ debility,

and having- tried severill physicians with little
benefit, I resolvI,\
as a last resort, to
lt your specialists
\u25a0 // consM
iSli_x at tnc world's DispenBary. Being- advised by
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them to use Dr. Pierces
Jhk Golden Medical Discovery, I did so, and
after using- several bot-
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etored to health. Now,
ri. mevs. i a^e great pleasure
t
recommending
your
medicines to suffering"
in
humanity everywhere."
t> -ira
key.
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fearful feeling that tortures the heart
with the first throes of despair. There
is the devil who says,
All is lost:
what is the good of trying to regain
your faith and your hope." All is
not lost. You have a chance. The
time i3 short now but there is time.
It is God's grace that is knocking at
your heart. In God's name let it in.
You that made your Easter duty
last year and have since learned to
forget Confession and Communion;
You that are half-resolved to let
your first year pass without approaching the sacraments, that is the
turning point of your lives. You are
yet one with the Church. The sin is
not yet on your souls. Will you deliberately cut yourselves off from the
source of all that is good in this
world and the next? In God's name
turn back. If it be evil companionship that tempts you away from your
duties, you are weak and your evil
companions will despise' you for it; if
it be shame it is the falsest shame that
can exist, for every one has cause for
shame and sorrow, even the priest
that hears your confession and administers to you Holy Communion.
It is easy for you to make your
Easter duly this year. It will be
harder next year, and harder still the
following year. And an Easter will
come which will be your last Easter,
and it will then require a miracle of
grace from God to enable you to make
your last Easter duty.
Are you sure of that miracle? If
you are not, go to your Easter duty
this year.

"

?
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ORGAN
CHURCH
American Cut Class
For Sale

Of the clearest and most brilliant crystal, exquisite designs, the most artistic
productions known to modern glass cutting.
An extensive exhibit adapted to wedding gifts, including all the variety of
single presentation pieces. Also the rich
Vienna gilded Table Glassware.
Dinner Set Department includes many
new as well as the old standard patterns
in sets complete or separate pieces, also
handsome China course sets, from the low
cost to the most expensive services, in-

The large Orgau in the old West
Church, cor. of Lymle aud

cluding English, French, German and
American.

For further information apply to

Jl5 McDuffoe & Hon,

William Dwyer,

China, Glass and Lamps,
120 Franklin Street.

82 Chardon Street,

Wtui'esale and Ketail,

At a Bargain.
Cambridge Streets,

Must be sold at once.
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Everything used in making Cleveland's Baking Powder is printed on
the label.

Bread and
/ cake raised with

\

/

\ keep their freshness /
and flavor.
y
Pure " and

" Sure."^^^

Vou know what you are eating
when you use Cleveland's.

The ousewife.
H
Our lady readers are requested to send to this
department recipes which they know to be good.

MOTHS.
The moth is hatched about the first
of June, ami immediately begins to
eat and make free with the choicest
fabrics, woolenclothes and furs being
his favorite articles of diet. If not
discovered he continues to eat his
way through the summer and autumn,
till cold weath-r comes on.
There is no certain way of preventing theravages of moths, or rathertheir
entrance to a house, since they can
so easily intrude themselves, and are
so hard to detect. It should be
remembered that they work only in
darkness, and that where a Hood of
light can be ailuiiLU'd during the day
they are not likely to appear. It is
to the obscure nooks, therefore, that
attention is to be directed to the
?

edges and corners of carpets, the
contents of drawers, chests and
presses, the woolen feltiug of office
desks, and the like.
All woolen goods which are in
danger of being infested should be
brushed and beaten, hung in the sun
and air if practicable, then be carefully wrapped in thick, unbroken
paper before being laid away. The
moth miller cannot get inside the
paper to lay her eggs, and the young
moths cannot penetrate it after they
are hatched.
T he fumes of camphor, as is
pretty generally known, are fatal to
moths, and in putting away winter
clothes and furs, wrapping with them,
or placing in the inclosure, a small
quantity of camphor gum is a pretty
certain preventive of moth ravages.
Tar is also repugnant to them, but
for manifest reasons it cannot be very
extensively used. Tar paper for
lining uses may sometimes be advantageously employed. Turpentine, insect powder and finely ground pepper
are also fatal to the little pests, if
they can be brought together.
One method of treating carpets,
desk upholsteries and the like, which
cannot be readily reached in any
other way, may properly be called
the steam bath. The process consists
in wetting the goods supposed to be
infected, then laying over them two
or three thicknesses of cloth
thoroughly wet, and going over the
whole with a very hot fiatiron. As

soon as the iron cools enough to
render its work uncertain, another
should be substituted. If this plan
is thoroughly carried out, the destruction of both moths and eggs is
certain.
The buffalo moth is evenmore vexatious in his conduct than the ordinary
kind. He is usually found about the
edges of carpets, and if directed in
other channels, his industry would be
commendable. In addition to woolens,
this insect feeds on the pollen of
various shrubs, and is said to be very
fond of spirrea. For this reason,
people are warned against having
this shrub near their dwellings, as the
moth is said to fly from it into the
building, and lays its eggs on any
woolen article which can be found,
but a remofe dark corner is given the
preference. Camphor, pepper and
strong alum water are among the preventives recommended for this pest.
Another plan, which is said to work
very well, is to take strips of red or
blue flannel, these colors being peculiarly attractive to the moths, and
saturate them with a strong solution
of arsenic, placing them about the
edges of the carpets, or in other
sections infested, or likely to be
troubled. The strip of H-innel wil)
be eaten, and the carpet left intact.
After making one meal, the intruder
gives no further trouble of any kind.
It does not need to be said that in
the use of so dangerous a remedy the
greatest care should be exercised.
Benzine and naphtha are a'so destructive to moths and their eggs, but it
must be remembered that they are
very inflammable, and should be employed only in the daytime, and by a
skilful and careful person.? Good

the gods to make itintobread. Sometimes they do and sometimes don't.
Sometimes you have good bread and
more often you don't. Yet I once met a
man, an excollege professor, who said
that he always had good bread.
His recipe was simple he made the
conditions invariable and the results
were likewise invariable. We have
all heard of the lady who put wood
and paper and coal together, applied
a match, and then went upstairs and
prayed that she might have a fire.

:

MRS. CLEVELAND'S SHERBET.
Mrs. Grover Cleveland's recipe for
grape sherbet is as follows : Sweeten
one quart of grape "juice to taste, add
one cup of sugar to two cups of
orange juice until the sugar is dissolved ; add to the grape juice ; turn
into the freezer and freeze. When
nearly frozen remove the dasher and
beat in with a spoon the white of one
egg beaten light with two teaspoonfuls of powdered sugar. Beat well,
pack, and stand away to ripen.

SCIENCE IN BREAD-MAKING.
The most common affairs of life
have not yet been reduced in practice
to a science. Bread-making, for example, says a writer in the Popular
Science Monthly is still a black art.
You put the flour and water and yeast
and salt and lard together and do
certain things to it and then trust to
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W. BAKER & CO.'S

-

H which is absolutely
?Vl'| ! iM1
jpure and soluble.
\u25a0IB jI - * [' ft It has moret/ian three times
strength of Cocoa mixed
11
the
Vi-1
1
UIA-\u25a0 : \u25a0 l i U with Starch, Arrowroot or
Sugar, and i3 far more m'unomical, costing less than one cent a cup.
nourishing, and easily
delicious,
It is

Sold by Grocers eTerywh«r«.

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Maw.

Ma

Bfifriprators,
Best in the World.

15% Discount

Marion.

From Manufacturer's List.

AN AMERICAN QUEEN

AND HER FOUR DAUGHTERS.
A Scene on the 3 O'clock Express
Between Boston and Worcester, Mass.
[si'KrlAl. TO 008 LADY READERS.]

It was a pretty sight.
The passengers turned around in their
seats to better note the something unusual.

Baby Carriages.
Best Make in America," at Rock
Bottom Prices.
Cash or Credit.

The standard Furniture Co.,
House Furnishers,
729 Washington Street,
doors above Eliot Street),

(Four

Boston.
IN THE HOME.
The golden rule in housework
should be make no extra work,"
writes Juliet Corson in the Ladies'
Home Journal. Have a system of
living and n""';itain it. Have a place
for everything,and keep everything
in its place. Near the entrance door
have suitable holders for coats, hats,
wraps, umbrellas, canes, over and
out-door shoes, 'etc., and see that
they are kept there. In the sitting
room have a place for writing and
sewing materials, and a special table
for books, magazines and papers,
and insist upon it that they shall be
put there instead of being left where
they drop from the reader's hands,
only to be picked up by the tired
mother, whose work in some households seems never-ending.

"

HORSE-SAUSAGES.

"

No Alkalies
Other Chemicals

Qh

DIGESTED.

Housekeeping.

The best Bolognasausages are made
of chopped bacon and pea-flour, and
are flavored chiefly with garlic and
cloves. When the bacon is old, but
souud, says the Sanitarian, such sausages are wholesome and highly nutritious, and are especially useful to
laborers, travelers, and soldiers in
camp, and others who have not the
means of cooking at hand. They
rarely spoil, but, being eaten uncooked, they may sometimes introduce
trichina?. The use of horse-flesh is a
recent innovation in sausage manufacture, and is practised in Italy and
Belgium, as well as in this country.
These horse-sausages are said to be of
the Bologna variety, and the makers
justify them from the wholesomeness
of horse-flesh when healthy. But the
meat actually used is that of animals
worn out by work or made useless by
disease? fit for nothing else."

Unlike the Dutch Process

doubt, never suffered from any of the ills
that curse many women.
Mothers owe a duty to their daughters
that in too many eases is neglected.
Nature has provided a time for purification, and if thechannels are obstructed, the
entire system ispoisoned and misery comes.
"Mrs. Chas. llines of Dimcannon, Pa., a
woman of large experience, in speaking of
a mothers duty, says: ''Watch carefully
your daughters' physical development.
"Mothers should f
seethat natureisassisted, if necessary,
toperform its office,
m-

\lt£

.^fi^Sl^^.^is

daughters well informed as to mat-

ters

from

concerning

|rT2'f N^r"~ w)
A <%~V
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X

whatever

? \u25a0.it.

dicationsoforganic
trouble. With irregularities come disturbance of the stomach and kidneys.
Violent headaches often attack the
victim, pains shoot everywhere. Extreme
irritability follows quickly, and then utter
despondency overwhelms the already overburdened life. Unless the obstruction is
removed at once, your daughter's whole
future will be darkened.
Lydia E. Pink/iron's Vegetable Compound will accomplish the work speedily.
It is the most effectiveremedy for irregular or suspended action known.
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only because she had lost her best much on earth. Bestow on her what- halves, as is indeed the fashion of the
earthly friend, but also for the sake ever is necessary for her baptism, and saints.
of an infant whose birth she expected I promise that she shall bear thy
So the little Filomena was bapand which must now be an orphan name and be devout to thee all her life tized, and never had any baby of

THE BOY AND THE BIRD.
BY J. G. WHITTIER.

My old Welsh neighbor over the way
Crept slowly out in the sun of spring;

Pushed from her ears the locks of gray,
And listened to hear the robin sing.
Her grandson, playing at marbles, stopped,
And, ciuel in sport as boys will be,
Tossed a stone at a bird, who hopped
From bough to bough in the apple-tree.

" Nay I" laid the grandmother; " have you

not

heard,

My poor, bad boy ! of the fiery pit,
And how, drop by drop, this merciiui bird
Carries the water that quenches it?

" He brings cool dew in his little bill,

And lets it fall on the souls of sin :
You can see the mark on his red breast sti.l
Of firts that scotch as he drops it in.
"My poor Bron rhuddyn ! my breast-burned

bird,
Singing so sweetly from limb to limb,

Very dear to the heart of our Lord
Is he who pities the lost like him !

"

"Anieu " 1 faid to the beautilul niy.h;
" Sing, bird of God, in my heart as well
Each good thought is a diop wherewith
To cool and lessen the tuts ot hell.

:

" Prayers of love like rain drops lall,
Tsars ot
are cooling dew,
And dear to the heart of our I.oid ate all
Who sutler like him in tne good they do!' 7

SAINT FILOMENA'S GODCHILD.
When Diocletian was Emperor ol
Rome and commencing tne woist persecution the Christians had known,
whicn was also happily Uie last, there
came lo thu Eternal City a Greek
prince, accompanied by his wite aiiu
their only cuiia, a young gul of four-

teen called Filomena. I'iiomena was
very beaulilui, and the Christian modesty which was her greatest chaini
was something with which the pagan
emperor was entirely unacquainted.
However, he admireU it bo much that
he wished lo make the lovely Greek
girl his wife. But Filomena had consecrated herself to Almighty God and
not wed with any one, much
less with so bloou-thirsty and cruel a
tyrant as Diocletian had already
proved himself lo be. The emperor
was very angry at her relusai, and
even her father begged her to consent

could

to his proposal; but Filoinena was
In in in her determination, so at last
the tyrant, enraged ai being foiled
by one whom he looked upon as a
mere child, ordered her to be put to
the torture and afterwards executed.

from the moment of its entrance into
the world. It happens sometimes
that when we believe things to be at
the worst they begin to mend, and
not seldom just when things appear
to be as bad as possible they grow a
little worse. Row this was the case
with poor Teresina's misfortunes.
Three months after the sad death of
her husband her little cottage, which
was, with its tiny garden, all she
possessed in the world, was burned to
the ground, and she was only with
great difficulty saved by some charitable neighbors. Teresina was carried to a little hut that chanced to be
empty at the time, but these good
people were themselves so poor that
they could give her no furniture except a bed, a stool, and an old chest.
This last they thought might serve to
containthe contributions of charitable
Christians who would be sure to help
the widow when they should come to
learn of her distress.
A little girl was born to Teresina
the very next day, and the woman
who was with the poor mother could
find nothing whatever in which to
dress the baby, since all the clothes
that had been prepared for it very
scanty and poor they must have been,
but they were something had been
destroyed by the fire. She wrapped
the infant in an old woolen mantle of
her own and laid it in its mother's
arms. Then she asked Teresina what
she must do for a dress for the baby ;
it would be absolutely necessary to
have one before the morrow, as on
that day the child must be taken to
the church to be baptized. She was
told to see if perhaps there might be
something in the great chest, but,
alas ! she searched in vain. Not an
article was there that could be used
for the purpose.
Teresina was in despair. Poor as
she had always been, she had hoped
that when her little one should be
baptized she would have wherewithal
to make it as nice as the children of
other women as poor as herself, and
now she had absolutely nothing in
which to send it to the font but an
old woolen mantle, and that a borrowed one. She was very sad when
her friend left her alone for the night,
until she remembered that she had
always loved Saint Filomena. Surely
that dear little saint, who was not
much more than a child herself when
God crowned her so gloriously, must
love little children too well to allow
one to be taken to the church of God
for the first time in unbefitting array.
Poor Teresina looked at the tiny
creature nestling on her arm and
could not bear to think that it must
remain under the power of the evil
one for want of a garment. She laid
the sleeping babe in the basket that
served for a cradle, and joining her
hands exclaimed :
O glorious Saint Filomena ! look
down upon this poor little one, and
remember that the dear Lord for
whose love thou didst lay down thy
?

?

that parish so many people at her
through."
Then the mother slept, how long christening, for everybody came to
she knew not, but when she awoke at hear the wonderful story and see
the cry of her babe she was aware of Saint Filomena's godchild and the
the presence of another person in her wardrobe which had, as they believed,
poor little room. At first Teresina come from heaven.
was afraid, when at the sound of the
Now, whence the wardrobe came I
infant's voice a lovely lady came cannot tell you, nor is it of any great
toward the cradle and bending down importance that we should know.
lifted the little one, and then seated The saints of God have secrets into
herself on the rude stool and rocked which it is not safe or wise to pry.
it gently, singing the while in a sweet But the old story tells us that often
low voice: so sweet was it, indeed, after that Teresina saw her beautiful
that the mother dared not move or lady and heard her singing to her
speak until that wonderful lullaby godchild at night. Nor did the
was ended, so fearful was she that widow ever want for anything again.
she might lose a note of the heavenly The little Filomena grew in grace
music. When the babe slept again and beauty and was a reminder to all
the lady rose and carried it in her in the village to have faith in the
arms to the bedside of its mother, goodness of God. The people held
where, bending over the astonished the little maiden in such reverence
Teresina, she said in accents as sweet that the roughest among them would
as her song: "Remember that this not for the world have uttered a
little one is mine and is to bear my wrong word in her presence, for they
name. Let her be baptized tomor- said, " She is the godchild of a saint."
row. I will take care of my godchild
When she grew up, and after the
always." Then she laid the child be- death of her mother, Filomena went
side its mother who instantly fell into a convent, where she led a holy
life and died at last in the odor of
asleep.
The next morning Teresina thought sanctity; but she never gave up her
she had dreamed of the beautiful name, and after her death they wrote
lady, and when the kind neighbor upon her tomb, "Here lies the godcame in to carry the infant to the child of Saint Filomena."? Five
chuich, she felt very much disap- O'Clock Stories.
pointed because Saint Filomena had
done nothing for the little one.
" She i» as lovely as an angel,"
the good woman said when she took
the child in her arms to wrap it in the
old mantle, which really looked worse
than ever, '' and deserves a dret>s as
pretty as herself. I will just look
PER DOZ.
through the chest once more, Teresina ; it may be that I overlooked
something yesterday."
She laid the baby down again and
Made of a special 2,100
turned to the chest, in which the poor extra heavy linen, four ply.
mother knew but too well nothing
High, Low, and Medium.
was to be found. The next moment
Maison
Teresina heard a cry of delight and
astonishment, and the woman exclaimed : "O Teresina! Why did
173 Tremont Street, Boston.
you not tell me that you have such
pretty things? The child will be
14 KARAT
dressed like a priEcess ! " Then she
drew from the chest everything that
oct aml send jt to us
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could be needed to dress a babe for
and address and we
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vili send J ou thia watcn I,v express
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so much prettier than anything of the
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kind either of the women had seen
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IMPORTING
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before, Teresina remembered the
334 DEARBORN STREET,
lovely lady who had visited her in the ?
Chicago. 111.
night, and clasping her hands cried
[Follies are private property.]
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fervently, " O my dear Saint Filoat
mena."
200 doz. 50c. Pock tbocks and Purses
came
in
to
see
neighbors
More
the
at 2Bc.
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WM. H BRINE, 1 Tremont St.
baby and its mother, and all gazed in
astonishment at the wonderful chest
from which came an apparently inex- W. B. HASTINCS & CO.,
haustible supply of everything necesINSURANCE.
sary for the child. "She will want 89 Cambridge St., East Cambridge.
for nothing before she is three years
Exchange Building,
old! " they said. And it was true.

Roman Collars.

552.25

Madame Marlier,

\u25a0At GOLD PLATE

The whole btory of St. Filomena is
very beauutul. The martyr has been
honored throughout the Church in all
ages since her death, and as she was
only fifteen when she went to heaven,
she is regarded as one of the special
patronesses of children and young
girls. The holy Cuie of Ars, ot
whom the elder ones among you must
have heard and whose life 1 hope you
will read, loved her so much that he
always called her his "dear little
saint." Do you think that we are
never coming to the story? Well, I
will begin it at once.
There lived in the northern part of
Italy a poor woman whose husband
had been killed by an accident while
cutting wood in a forrest where he
was accustomed to work. The widow
53 State St.,
was in deep grief at his death, not life was once a babe and suffered St. Filomena had done nothing by
?
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aSensdNonsense.

send you to the theological school.
You ain't fitted for the grocery business.

Irate Father. I'm goirig to put
Young Housfkeeper (to cottager
a check to your extravagance, sir!
who
brings her eggs every week).
Impudent Son.
All right! Give
I can't understand why your eggs
me the check.
have been so small lately.
According to Darwin it takes a
Cottager.
Nor I. But what can
monkey thousands of years to make I do?
a man of himself, but a man can
Young Housekeeper.
Why don't
make a beast of himself in a minute. you leave them a little longer in the
We lead fhe world.
nest?
?

?

?
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Mother.? Why, Johnny, how dare
tell your aunt that she is stupid?
Go to her at once and tell her you're

A BKiciiT little boy who has lately
entered school for the first time for
some reason found it easier to spell
words backward when writing them
on his slate, beginning with the last
letter and endingwith the first. When
asked why he did so he thought for a
moment and then sagely replied,
"I
think it is because the school I go to

sorry.

is a backward school."

Riggs.? There was one thing I

could buy as cheap at Surfville-bythe-Sea as I could at home.
Biggs.
What in the world was it!
Riggs.? Postage-stamps.
?

you

Johnny.?

Aunty, I'm sorry you're

stupid.

NOT IN HER SET.

0 mamma, look here," said a little
visitor in the country, who had got
her eyes on a potato bug for the first
time.
What is it, dear? "
" A funny kind of a fly with a
tennis blazer."

"
"
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plaint anil he will return you an exact explanation of your disease, with advice as
to Its cure, entirely free of charge. He
gives most careful ami explicit attention
to all letters and will make your case so
plain to you that you cannot fail to
understand exactly what ails you. Dr.
Greene is the discoverer of that wonderful cure, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
nerve remedy.
He uses nothing but

A lady went to get a check cashed
at a bank where she was entirely harmless vegetable remedies in his treatunknown.
ment. What sufferer can resist such an
It will be impossible for me to opportunity as this to regain health and
"
give you the money, madam," said strength? Write him about your complaint and you will never regret it.
the teller politely, "unless you can
identify yourself in some way."
A Valuable Addition
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SOLID OAK SIDEBOARD
FOR

Only $18.00.
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We have placed on our floors the best
variety that we have ever shown. We
to the culinary list is Borden's Peerless
Brand Evaporated Cream, an absolutely have done our utmost to make this
pure, unsweetened condensed milk so department of our business especially
for some one whom we know to give carefully prepared that its keeps indefi- attractive, and we can already see that
nitely and is always available for every it is being appreciated.
want them. you an introduction to ue."
recipe calling for milk or cream.

But lam Miss C ! " said
"Have you any lobsters today?"
"lady.
the
asked Mrs. Honeymoon.
" Yes, ma'am," said the fishman. " Cerfainly, but it will be necessary

"Here is a fresh lot."
Oh, dear me, I don't
She drew back and regarded him
They are gieen. Haven't you any
haughtily.
riper ones than those? "
"But, sir," she said in what has
A student at a medical college was been called "a tone of spurn," "I
)AKD (
under examination. The instructor do not wish to know you! "
asked him :
"Of what cause, specifically, did
LAUGHTER.
the people die who lost their lives at
and
Chavasse, an eminent surgeon,
the destruction of Herculaneum and
says
:
Eccourage your child to be
Pompeii? "
Low Prices.
I think they died of an eruption, merry and to laugh aloud: a good
hearty laugh expands his chest, and
sir," answered the student.
makes his blood bound merrily along.
Publishers, Booksellers, and Dealers
In Church OoodS.
Now which kind of music do you Commend me to a good laugh, not
desire to become proficient in ? " said to a little sniggering laugh, but to 17, 19, and 21 Boylston Street.
one that will sound through the house :
the professor to the new pupil.
it will not only do your child good,
"Oh, classical, by all means," but will be a benefit to all who hear,
and
and be an important means of drivreplied the young woman.
the
ing
Scapulars,
blues
from
a
dwelling.
away
I
am
to
hear
very
glad
you
ex"
Merriment is very catching, and
press this preference."
from
pair,
spreads in a remarkable
few
Yes. When you play classical being able to resist the manner,
contagion. A
Scapulars,
music hardly anybody knows whether hearty laugh is delightful harmony.
trim to
you make a mistake or not."
Indeed, it is the best of all music."
a pair.
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Schoolmistress.
Come here,
Charlie, and let me hear you recite
your lesson. Why, what is the
matter? What are you crying for?
Charlie.? Some of the big boys
made me kiss a girl out in the school
yard. 800, hoo !
Why that is outrageous. Why
did you not come right to me! "
"I?l?didn't know that you
would let me kiss you."
?

There is a beautiful precept which
he who has received an injury, or

THE MISSEWATTERSON.
18 Boylston Street, Room 15.

who thinks that he has, would for his
Boston.
own sake do well to follow : "Excuse
JSb*" Take Elevator.
half and forgive the rest."

An Imperative Duty.

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

What greater duty is possible than the
our health? Until recently it has
been impossible for persons living at a
distance from large cities to obtain the
best medical advice without great expense. This is now obviated so that the
Grocer. What have you been poorest persons, in any part of the land,
may consult the great medical authority
doiug in Hie cellar so long?
Steerage, $14.00 and £35.00.
on nervous and chronic diseases, free of
I. have charge,
Second Cabin, $30.00 to $40.00.
Grocer's Apprentice.
and without leaving their homes.
First Cabin, $45.00 to $100.00.
out
cleaning
])r.
been
the molasses measGreene, of at Temple Place, Boston, Drafts at u< Rates.
ure. It was so clogged up that it Mass., the most successful specialist in
General Agency for all Llnet.
Swiftest and Best Steamers
all
and
chronic
curing
nervous
diseases
didn't hold morn half a quart.
Orisri by Mall tr Exprew promptly Mealed ts.
has
lately
adopted
the
of
the
plan
giving
Grocer. Oh that's what you've sick everywhere
consultation and advice
been doing. Well, you take your hat by letter correspondence,
free of charge. 7 Broad St., 4 doors from
State.
and go home and tell your father to
Write him a description of your comBest*.. Mu>.

"

SIDEBOARDS.

In Solid Oak, very artistic designs,
beautifully polished, and are as smooth
as a piano case, with clear French
plate bevel mirrors
Others

$25.00 to $85.00
with German bevel plate mirrors
$16.00 to 525.00

DINING TABLES,
In Solid Oak, of many styles, strong
and durable, warranted ttrst class,
rich, heavy legs, from

---------

$5.50 to $50.00

We would call attention particularly
to our S-ft. Solid Oak Table for
$6-50. Jt is a great bargain.

DINING

CHAIRS,

Over 100 different styles. We are positive that we have the best variety that
can be found in the city. Prices from

75c. to $4.05
Ask to see our $|.00
Solid Oak Chairs.

to

aiKi $1.25

We keep everything that is required
furnish a In,use throughout at the

lowest prices.

Terms Gash, or Liberal Credit if Desired.

care of

A. McArthur & Co.,
16 to 26 CORNHILL

?

2 Doors from Washington Street.
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Chas. Y. Dasey,

Ghas. Stratton & sod,
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Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers,
77 Leverett St., Boston.
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tm-. A THRESHOLD FACT.

ing May 8: Mr. Patrick Collins,
$25; Friend (per Rev. James
Doonan, S. J.), $20; Rev. E. I.
ARE YOU GOING OUT OF TOWN? Devitt, S. J., Rev. J. J. Frawley,
and Mr. John Rogers,
If you are going away for the sum- C. SS. R.,
Messrs.
$10
each;
T. J. Kiley, E.
1i
Ik I||lj
mer, and wish your paper changed,
,1. Moffit, A. T. Rogers, Friend,
II
be sure to send the old address as
II
ID
jk_-__\2V_»
each;
Mr.
J.
$5
Friend,
Maloney,
well as the new.
1
Friend,
Donations
of
$1.
$2;
money,
When you write about it give the
I|
K
t^^^SL___--?^ypA.,
name that is on the paper, and not clothing, stores or any articles useful lUllpij 1 M 1111
the name of any other member of the to the children or in the Home are reHi*]"°-s
i sl- y~' Enira
spectfully solicited.
rj
HH|^ 3 a^k--i'
family.
"' --j " Z-L~
gbS-:
This is important.'

NCaethwolsicN
nd otes.

;

The new St. Joseph's Church, reIn a pastoral letter just issued cently dedicated in San Diego, is said
Bishop Watterson of Columbus for- to be the finest church in Southern
bids membership in Catholic societies California, except the cathedral in
Los Angeles.
to saloonkeepers.
?

\u25a0

Cardinal Vaughan's uncle, who
has just celebratedhis eightieth birthday, is the oldest Catholic bishop in
England. He is Bishop of Plymouth.
s

'\u25a0 m

.
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PAINE'S FURNITURE CO.,

that
gained
\u25a0
4,447 children attending its parochial
Somebody named J. Q. A. Henry,
schools, were recently vaccinated by
out in San Francisco has repeated the
physicians.
ridiculous old yarn that Pope Pius
The month's mind of the late IX. said, The Romish Church has
"
Bishop O'Farrell, of Trenton, N. J., a right to interfere in the discipline of
was celebrated last Friday, May 4. the puplic schools and the choice of
Rev. Father A. P. Doyle, of the teachers." The Monitor tells him
Paulists, preached a sermon, full of plainly that he is a liar and offers to

traits.

'

At this time the extensive grounds
of the Academy of the Assumption,
at Wellesley Hills, Mass., are very
beautiful. The pupils receive every
advantage of healthful climaf e and
FREE
picturesque -surroundings.

The expenses of the Catholic Edu?
\u25a0
cational Exhibit at the World's Fair
Mr.
GiLLOwof
Hall,
Lilystone
were $972,597 and the receipts
who
died
in
left
England,
April
last,
$861,801. The deficit has been paid
his
house
as
a
sanatorium
for
sick
by the Archbishop of Chicago.
clergy, gave £30,000 for educational
In the ancient city of Nuremberg, and charitable purposes, and about
£38,000 to the Catholic bishops of
an old stronghold of Lutheranism, the
Catholics have received permission England.
m
from the Protestant magistrate to
The banquet, celebrating the eighthold a procession on Corpus Christi ieth birthday of Mr. Patrick Donahoe,
day. This has not occurred before held at the Tremont House last
since 1524.
Tuesday evening, called together a
of distinguished men, repSome idea of the size of St. Stan- large body
different nationalities
resenting
many
islaus parish, the Polish American
All
joined in honoring
and
creeds.
one in Chicago, over which Father
publisher, and extollveteran
the
Barzynski presides, and which is said
ing his public and piivate virtues,
to be the largest Catholic congregawell known to the citizens of Boston
tion in the United States, can be
from the fact
no less than throughout so many years.

interesting reminiscences of the late
prelate, with many passages of eloquent and sympathetic appreciation
of his labors, his great ability, his
learning and his winning personal

.

Our original ancestor not the arboreal one, but
the cave-dweller doubtless gave much attention to
the entrance to his abode.
We follow in his footsteps, but fail to catch his
spirit. We build portecocheres for show, but neglect
the real adjuncts of Hall comfort. Of all apartments
the entrance Hall is usually the darkest and the smal)c st
This is a reason for extra furnishing, but never
excuse for none.
To make the case more aggravated, Hall Furniture
costs almost nothing and is to lie found in a multitude
s z, s shapes and styles, in both light and dark
jHj?==^s== -f n woods. A very few dollars will make this Opening
Chapter of your house to be beautiful, attractive, and
typical of its owner's unquestioned hospitality.
Will you see our new line of '!)+ Settles at once?
General Catalogue, 2*k pp., 300 Illustrations. Sent, on receipt office 2-rent stumps.

pay $500 if he will prove to two non-

48 CAHAL BT. ISrs.iSffis:l BOSTON.

HOME FOR CONSUMPTIVES. Home for Consumptives, Quincy
street, Dorchester, by the West
district of the Young
Broadway
P. C. Shortiss, banjoist, gave, a
Ladies'
Charitable
Association. The
volunteer entertainment at the Free

Home for Consumptives Saturday
afternoon, May 5. He was assisted
by Miss Gilmet, contralto; Miss
Martha Dowling, soprano, and Mr.
Edward McHugh, baritone and
humorist. The Medford branch of
the Young Ladies' Charitable Association, Miss Harriet Wells, president,
took charge and contributed vocal
selections by Misses Duny and Nickerson; piano selections by Misses
Sullivan, O'Brien and Wells. Refreshments were served and the day
passed pleasantly and ended by all
ascending to the balcony, where for
the benefit of a very sick boy Mr.
Shoitiss played selections, and Miss
Gilmet sang "Annie Laurie," ami
Miss Martha Dowling " Daisy Bell "
with banjo accompaniment. Quite a
number were present.
The date for the garden party by
the Young Ladies' Charitable Association in aid of and on the grounds
of. the Free Home for Consumptives,
478 Quincy street, Dorchester, is set
for June 30, if stormy, July 1.

Catholic lawyers that his charge is
0
true. Of course J. Q. A Henry will
A very fine entertainment was
never earn the money.
given Sunday, May 6, at the Free

programme was in charge of Miss
Jennie M. Dunne, and was rendered
by the following ladies and gentlemen who kindly volunteered their
services: Masters Keenan and
O'Neil, violin and piano duet; Messrs.
Courtenay, Forrester, Grant and
Manning, vocal quartette ; Miss Therese Redmund, soprano solo; Miss
Margaret Stack, recitation; Messrs.
Peters and Murphy, vocal duet; Mr.
John Murphy, cornet solo ; Miss May
Frances Leonard, recitation; Mr.
.Tames Murphy, bass solo; Mr. Phi).
Peters, comic recitation; Miss Fannie Reynolds, piano solo. Each number was heartily applaud'd, and many
encores were given. Refreshments
were served bydistiict solicitors, first
to patients; then to the performers
and friends. These entertainments
a re given weekly at the Home and are
much enjoyed by the patients. Visitors are welcome always.
Read the advertisements in The
Review, and patronize our adver-

sers.

l"an money
payWANTED ?To
sums from $5 #100.
interest. Also death benefit for

immediately to

everybody,

ments, 6 per cent,
old and youiiß not

to
a

exceeding $1,000. Cost, #1,00,
Send stamp for particulars. Mutual Beneficial Assoilatlon, Richmond, Va.
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In 1864, Sister Anne of the Congreof the Holy Ghost, gave her
gation
The Sisters of the Good Shepherd
to build and endow a school at
fortune
have opened a home at South Omaha.
over which she herself
France,
Crozon
Through the kindness of Mr. John presided, and which until theother day
Rush they are provided with a home
gave a solid Christian education to
for five years free of all cost, after
400 poor children. The prefect of
which time it is hoped that they will the department, however, has thought
be placed nearer the city. Omaha is fit to laicise " the school; thatis, to
" Sisters out, seize the property
notorious as the home of a peculiarly turn the
and
violent
anti-Catholic
bitter and
and to install teachers of the godless
sentiment. This is one
?

A. P. A.

The result might be expected
the attendance now consists of
fifteen pupils, three of whom are
Protestants and the rest children of
14
DrEiNG the week 27 children
the commune officials.
were received
boys and 13 girls
*
into the Home for Destitute Catholic
A Revival of the Classic.
Children; 4 boys and 7 girls were
Ever since the World's Fair introduced
of
placed in families, 5 boys and 5 girls the American people to the beauties
see
how
interesting
art,
classic
it
is
to
were restored to their relatives. Re- far the classic idea has been carried out
maining in the Home May 3, 209 chil- in all decorative work and designing. In
dren? 114 boys and 95 girls. The another part of this paper there is an
following subscriptions and donations Illustration of a Hall Stand now on exhibeen received for the week end- bition at Paine's, 18 Canal street.

answer of the Church
secutions and slanders.

to their

per-

?

?

have

sort.

SENSIBLE XWAS PRESENTS.

Quadruple Silver Plated Butter Dishes, $1.00 to $5.00.
Pickle Dishes, 98c upwards. Cake Baskets, Berry Dishes,
Tea Sets, Tea, Dessert and Table Spoons and Forks.
New Stock arriving dai'y.
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.
Popular Prices.

ERWIN R. CRAVES,
The South Side Jeweler,

183 MOODY STREET, WALTHAIW,

